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ABSTRACT 

This report is the first in a series to be pre- 

pared for the Metro Rail Fare Collection Subsystem 

Study. In accordance with WSS 13 cAE11, its purpose 

is to document. information critical to the develop- 

nnt of alternative concepts for further analysis and 
evaluation. The report encompasses local conditions 

pertinent to fare collection,, and fare collection 

methods on other existing and planned systems. Fare 

collection systems are examined both conceptually and 

as applied by other transit agencies. Strengths and 

weaknesses, as experienced by specific properties, 

are detailed as well. 
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. CHAPTER. 1 

INTRODUCTI ON 

1.1 SCOPE OF THE STUDY 

The purpose of this Metro Rail Fare Collection Subsystem 
Study is to assist. the. Metro Rail Project staff in establishing 
fare policies and fare collection methods for the Metro Rail 
System. The analyais will be conducted in three related WBS 

elements.. First, WBS 13 CAE11 itWolves a review of policies 
and methods of fare collection on other rail transit systems, 
as well as an assessment of pertinent local conditions. 
Second, WBS 14 CAE11 will entail the: develOpment and. analysis 
of alternative fare pol:icy. and collection concepts corres- 
poñding to the local requirenents of the Metro Rail System. 
Preliminary operational and design criteria for the preferred 
alternative will be prepared for incorporation into the Mile- 
stone 8 Report.. F011owIng public content, the Board will ap- 
prove the recoimttended alternative and the operational and 
design criteria, will be finalized.. The criteria will guide the 
Subsystems consultant in the preparation of preliminary 
designs, seifications and drawgS. Third, WBS 16 CAE11 will 
involve review of these doöümerits to evaluate completeness and 
compliance with the criteria. 

Analysis of fare policy and collection alternatives will 
focus on projected 1995 ridership conditions with the. initial 
18.6 mile line in operation, but will consider - - in con- 
ceptualiziñg the alternative 8ystems -, - the need to expand as 
the Metro Rail ridership grows and the system reaches ultimate 
capacity and extension. 
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1.2 SCOPE OF t! REPORT 

This report is the first in a series to be prepared for 

the Metro Rail Fare Collection Subsystem Study. In accordance 

with WBS 13 CAE11, its purpose is to document information 

critical to the development of alternative concepts for further 

analysis and evaluation. The report describes pertinent local 

conditions related to fare collection, as well as methods on 

other, existing and planned rail transit systems. 

Examination of local conditions germane to fare collection 

on Metro Rail includes, a discussion of the overall system, the 

current. operating plan and the existing SCRTD bus fare struc- 

ture (the Eubiect of "Evaluation of the SCRTD Fare Structure," 

W8S 14 DAJ submitted by Booz, Alien as part of the SCRTD Metro 

Rail project). SCRTD's bus fare structure will significantly 

influence the fare structure that is developed for Metro Rail 

and the fare collection system that is required to accuuodate 

. it. 

r 

The description of existing and planned fare collection 

systems inclüdés tOmparisdns of fare Structures; çassenget 

procedures; fare collection equipment; and personnel functions 

associated with the operation and maintenance of the system. 

An overview of the strengths and weaknesses of the systems 

concludes the discussion. 

SubseqUent répO±ts will describe: (1) the alternative 

fare structures and fare collection methods recommended for 

analysis; (2) the results of the alternative.s analysis and 

naluation; and (3) operational and design criteria for the 

selected scheme. Foflowing a review of the specifications 

documents prepared by the SubsyStems consultant, a memorandum 

on degree of compliance will be prepared. 
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1.3 GENERAL SYSTEM DESCRIPTION AND OPERATING PLAN 

The initial Metro Rai.l system will be an 18.6-mile rail 

rapid transit line serving the downtown, Wilshire, Fairfax, 

Hollywood, West Hollywood and North Hollywood areas. As cur- 

rently planned, the line will have 16 stations, with station 

spacings varying from 0.5 miles downtown to 2.7 miles through 

the Santa Monica Moüntãiñs. A Schematic of the line is pre- 

sented in Figure 1-1. Scheduled for conunencement of operations 

in 1990, it. is estimated that 309,000 riders will be using the 

system on a typical weekday in 1995. 

Stations will be of subway construction (aerial construc- 

tion of One station is currently being considered), with single 

Or iültiple entry and exit points to the Street leiel. Esca- 

lators, stairs and Elevators will connect. thea access points 

to fare collection areas and to the train platforms. Where 

feasible, center platforms located between the tracks will be 
used. All platforms will be level with the car floor. 

[I] 

As presently defined in the Milestone 1 Report, train 

service will, be operated seven days per week, 20 hours per day 

with hours between 5:30 A.M. and 1:30 A.M. Actual operating 

hours will be. determined in the future. Nothing in.the design 

of the system will preclude expansion to a 24-hour a day ser- 

vice. 

To accommodate ridership levels projected for .1.995 during 

the peak periods, six-car trains will be operated at 3 1/2 

minute headwa.ys, and increase to 6 minutes as demand levels 

permit. A peak period vehicle load: stndard of 170 passengers 

per car has been established. Thus, a peak period train will 

be designed to carry a. load, of 1,020 passengers. 

-3- 
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FIGURE I-I 
PROPOSED ROUTE AND STATIONS 

4) SCRTD Metro Rail Project 
RTO 

LEGEND 

PROPGSCD SUV*AY OUTZ 

PWPOSE STATIONS 

I . UNION STATION 

2. iI Nfl 
RTN 

3. 5TH a BROADWAY 

- 4 7Th & FLOWER 

5 WILSHIRE & ALVARADO 

6. WILSHIRE a VERMoNT 

7 . WILSHIRE ft NORMA4OIE 

B . WILSHIRE & WESTERN 

9.. WILSHIRE S LA BREA r i 10. WILSHIRE. & FAIRFAX 

II FAIRFAX a BEVERLY 

It. FAIRFAX S SA*TA MONICA 

13. HOLLYWOOD a CAHUENGA 

14. HOLLYWOOD BOWL 

15. STUDIO CITY 
IS . NORTH HOLLYWOOD 

iivS.r P111.1.3 
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Düting the midday period1 six-car trains will be operated 

at regular 7 1/2 minute .headwàys. In the evening, four-car 

trains will operate at 15-minute headways. An off-peak maximUm 

vehicle load stan4ard of 91 passengers per car has been 

established. 

Table 1-1 sUmmarizes servie levels to be provided by time 

of day. 

The system will, be designed to permit an ultimate capacity 

of 30 six-car trains per hour, thus providing a capacity for 

carrying 30,600 patrons through the maxirnwn load point in the 

peak hour. This ultimate capacity would permit a 72 percent 

increase in the number of riders anticipated in 1995. 

Future. rail line extensions are being considered in the 

design of the initial line so. that future options are not pre- 

clUded. These corridors, are shown in Figure 1-2.. The ultimate 

system under consideration consists of 150 roUte miles. 

The initial 18.6-mile line will lie within the aity limits 

of Los Angeles, with the exception of one station and a sma:ll 

segnnt. of line in West Hollywood. Future extensions may enter 

other municipal jurisdictions in the county. 

1.4 EXISTING FARE STRUCTURE 

SCRTD's tteñt fare structure oonsists of a flat, single- 

trip fare for local service, a transfer: charge, and. an express 

surcharge for bus lines utilizing the freeway system.. Reduced 

. '-5- 
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TABLE 11 
PRELIMINARY SERVICE LEVELS 

Period 

Weekdays 

EarI' Morning 5:30 a.rn. - 6:00 a.m. 

6:00 a.m. 6:30 a.m. 

Peak Periods 6:30 a.rn. - 9:00 a.rn. 

3:30 p.m. - 6:30 p.m. 

Midday 900 a.m. - 3:30 p.m. 

Evening 6:30 p.m. 730 p.m. 

Night 7:30 p.m. 1:30 a.m. 

Saturdays 

Schedule Headway (minutes) Consist (Cars) 

15 6 

7½ 6 

316-6 6 

316-6 6 

7½ 6 

7½ 6 

15 4 

Morning 5:30 a.th. - 7:30 a.m. 15 4 

Day 7:30 a.m. - 730 pm. 10 & 

Night 7:30 p.m. - 1:30 a.m. 15 4 

Sundays and Holidays 

All Day 5:30 a.m. - 1:30 a.m. 15 4 

6 
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fares are. offered to select groups, including senior citizens, 

handicapped persons, students under US age of nineteen, and 

college and vocational students.. In addition to the single 

trip fares, unlimited ride monthly passes are also available to 

both regular and redUced fare groups, with monthly stamps 

available for express service. There are five distinct. 

distance steps in effect with this express service. 

Currently, there are no fare differentials in effect for 

different time.s of the day and no time restrictions on the 

validity of a reduced fare. Fare levels, eligibility require- 

mertts, terms of Use, and media are summa rized for these fare 

categories in Table 1-2.. The. combination, of having different 

fares by type of rider, type of service and number of' rides 

(single vs. monthly) has resUlted in a. fare structure with a 

multitude of offerings. Altogether, the basic fare structure 

has 3 dne-wy fares, 2 transfer fares, 4 monthly pass fares, 2 

single-trip express charge fare levels (of 5 steps each) and 2 

monthly express charge fare levels (of 5 steps each.). 

C 

Free travel is offered to a number of individuals. This 

cunently includes employees of SCRTD and their dependents, 

District retirees, District Board members, selected local city 

and county governnnt personnel, and blind individuals. Chil- 

dren under age 5 may also ride free provided at least one adult 

accompanies every five children. Except for the children, each 

of these groups uses either an RTD-issued pass or the mdi- 
vidual's shield or uniform for identification. 

Additional fare provisions exist for iñteragéncy travel. 

SCRTD has transfer agreenents with 14 municipal carriers within 

the County of Los Mgeles. Passes are not honored among them, 

- 8 
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TABLE 1-2 

PRESENT FARE STRUCTURE 

Fare Type Fare Level Eligibility Terms of Use Media Method of purchase 

1. ADULT 
a; Singleirip 

1.) Basic . .. $0.85 .. . ... ., Nb.restrictlons . all local service coins tokens; . payment on board- 
additional fare re- tickets ing. bus; tokens, tic- 

quired on express kets may be pre- 
service purchased at 300 

all times RiD-designated out- 
iett 

2) Transfer $015 each use . . - Norestrictions . all local service re- . transfer coupon . issued by 1st driver 
stricted by direc- additional $0.15 1 

tion of travel & not surrendered on 
up. to 1 hour for boarding 2nd bus 
transfer 

maxImum 2 uses 

3) Express $Q40 addltionai per - No restrictions . added to base fare . coins tokens, . payment on board- 
Charge 4-airmile lncremenr on express service tickets . ingbus 

on freeway e.g.1 2-6 . S distance steps 
miles: $0.40 

b1MultlJrip 
1) Monthly . . .. $34.00.. No restrictions . all local service .. pass . prepurchase at 300 

Pass . additional fare re- RID-designated out- 
qUired on ekpress lets 
service 

2) Monthly $12 per 4-airnille No restrictions . added to monthly - stamp affixed to . pre-purchase with 
Express Increment on free- base fare. on ex- monthly pass monthly pass 
Charge way press service 

five distance steps 
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TABLE 1-2 

PRESENT FARE STRUCTURE 

(Continued) 

FareType FareLevel - Eligibility 

2 SENIOR 
CITIZEN! 
HANDICAPPED 
a Single Trip 

1)Baslc .... $0.40 . age 62-65 = not 
employed full 
time 

age 65t = no 

9..auIu 1'L.I all. 

t*thnfórh 
lcapped.(pi 

o cal or deve 
mental Imi 
merits) 

2)Transfer . $0.05 each use . . . same as above 

3) Express $0.20 additional per .. sameas above 
Charge 4,airmile increment 

on freeway 

Termsof Use Media Methodof Purchase 

- all local service coins tokens . acceptable II) must 
additional fare re- tickets be presented on 

quired on express boarding 
service . handicapped require 

all times - RTD-Keduced 
FareCard 

sameas full-fare . same asfull-fare 
transfer transfer coupon 

same as fu!l-fare ex coins tokens1 
press charge terms tickets 

issued by 1st driver 
additional $0.05 it 

not surrendered on 
boarding 2nd bus 

payment on board 
bus 
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TABLE 1-2 

PRESENT FARE STRUCTURE 

(Continued) 

FareType Fare Leve! Eligibility Terrnsof Use Media Method ofPurchase 

2. SENIOR 
CITIZEN! 
HANDICAPPED (continued) 

b. Multi-Trip 

1)Monthiy $7.50 ... . sarneasabove . same as the adult 1 sr. citizen base pass 1 sr citizen obtains 
Pass monthly express w)SCmonthlystamp base pass at ten 

stamp terms affixed (10) RTD centers, 
2 monthly ,educed fare purchases monthly 

pass for handicapped stamp at 300 out- 
lets 
handicapped reduced 
fare ID card ob- 
taihed through a 

RT piication to 
($1 fee), purchases 
monthly pass at 300 
outlets 

2) Monthly $6 additional: per 
Express increment 

. same as Single . same as the aduit . reduced fare express . pre-purchase at 300 
Trip/Basic monthly express stamp (showing no. JUn-designated out- 

Charge stamp terms of steps covered) lets 
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TABLE 1-2 

PRESENT FARE STRUCTURE 

(Continued) 

Fare Type Fare Level Etigibllity Terms of Use Media Method of Purchase 

3. STUDENT 
(under 19) 

a. Single Trip 
1:)Baslc $0.65 .:.... . full-tIme student . all local service . coins, tickets . RTD school ID card 

under 19 w/RTD additional fare on presented on board- 
school It) card expressservice Ing; tickets may be 

all times :prepurctiased at 300 
ID outlets; card re- 

quires application & 
300 photo at outlets 

and renewable! an- 
nually 

2) Transfer . $0.05 each use .. . same as above -same.as full-fare . sarneasfull-fare issued by 1st drIver 
transfer transfer additional $0.05 il ! 

not surrendered On 
boarding 2nd bus! 

3) Express $0.20 additional-per . same as above . same at fuilfare ex- . coins tokens, . RTU school ID card 
Charge increment press charge terms tickets presented on board- 

Ing 

b. Multi-Trip 

1) Monthly! .... $22.00 .. same as above same as the adult . student-ID card (base . card application ob- 
Pass montly pass terms pass) with monthly tamed from school; 

stamp affixed ID card & stam 
purchased at 30 
outlets 
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TABLE 1-2 

PRESENT FARE STRUCTURE 

(Continued) 

Fare Type Far Level Eligibility Terms of Use Media 

3. STUDENT (under 19) (continued) 
b. Multi Trip 

2) Monthly $6 additional each . sameatabove . same as adult ex- . discount express 
Express increment press pass terms stamp 
Charge 

4. COLLEGE! 
VOCATIONAL 

a. Single Trip 

Fares. are same 
as adult -. no 
discount 

b. Multi-Trip 
1) Monthly $26.00 ..... . full-time student - all localservice . base pan (photo ID) 

Pass with 12 semester . additional fare on w/rnonthly pass 
units or equiva express service stamp affixed 
lent for minimum . all times 
o13 months 

2) Monthly. $600 . sameas above same as the adult discount express 
Express monthly express stamp affixed to 
Charge stamp terms base pass 

[1 

Methodof Purchase 

express stamp pur- 
chased at 309 out- 
lets 

base pass applIca- 
tion from schooI 
pass obtainS at id 
RTD sales offices; 
monthly stamp pur- 
chased at 300 -out- 
lets renewable an- 
nually 

express stamps pur- 
chased at 300 out- 
lets 



however. The major municipal carriers are: Santa Monica Mutti- 

cipal Bus Lines, Culver City Municipal Bus Lines, Coitunerce 

Transit System, Montebello Municipal Bus Lines, Long Beach 

Public Transportation Company, and Gardena Municipal Bus Lines. 

Li 

S 

scR'rD operates some service in neighboring counties with 

fares set in accordance with that county's policies. A monthly 

interagency pass is alsb sold for unlimited use on any SCRTD or 

Orange County Transit District route. 

Miscellaneous fares currently in use include a series of 

tourist paSSes purchasable by visitors to the LA area, that 

are good for an unlimited number of rides for a varying number 

of days. 

- 14 - 
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CHAPTER 2 

FARE COLLECTION OVERVIEW 

There are several fare structure and fare collection 

concepts that .rna' be cbnsidered for application to the Metro 

Rail system. This chapter presents an overview of these con- 

Oepts and provides a brief introduction to the application of 

these concepts at selected transit. agencies. The cOncepts and 

associated transit systems are listed in Table 2-1 (acronyms 

are defined in the glossary). Surtarles of each fare collec- 

tion system are presented in Tables 2-2 through 2-10 for easy 

reference and are discussed in more detail in the text. 

2.1 FARE STRUCTURE CONCEPTS 

There are two basic types of fare structure: the flat 

fare and the graduated fare The fiat tare structure estab- 

lishes one basic fare for any ride on the transit system, 

regardless of trip length or lotiön. A majority of transit 

systems in North America utilize the flat fare because of its 

adnini strative simpli city. Rail transit systems currently 

having a flat. fare structute include those in Chicago, Edmon- 

ton and Atlanta. 

In practice,. the flat. fare concept has been adapted to 

neet the specific needs of the transit. system. Within the 

structure there may exist several special fare elements. A 

premium may be charged for certain services. RedUced fares 

15 -. 
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Flat Fare 

Barrier 

Manual/Automatic 

Fully Automatic 

Barrier-Free 

Graduated Fare . Barrier 

. 

Manual/Automatic 

TABLE 2-1 

FARE COLLECTION CONCEPTS 

AND THEIR APPLICATION 

Chicago Transit Authority (CTA) 

Metropolitan Atlanta RionaI 
Transportation Authority (MA RTA) 

Edmonton Transit System (ETS) 

Metropolitan Transit Administration (MTA) in 
Baltimore 

Fully Automatic Port Authority Transit Corp. (PATCO) in Philadelphia 
and New J ersy 

Bay Area Rapid Transit District (BART) in San Fran-S 
cisco Bay Area 

Washington Metropolitan Area Transportation 
Authority (WMATA) 

BarrierFree Metropolitan Transit Dëvelopmënt Board (Mba) 
in San Diego 

Calgary Transit (CT) 

- 16 -. 
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TABLE 2-2 

CIA/CHICAGO: ENTRY CONTROL FARE COLLECTION 

I., Description IV. Equipment Requirements 
Passengers utilize cOin-accepting or agentcontrolled 
fare gates to. enter a rail station, paying with coin, .. Coin-accepting fare gates, with transfer issuing 
token, transfer or pass. Fare gates free-wheel in the machines. 
exit direction. 

Agent-controlled gates. 
II. FareStructure 

Flatfare structure. ... Transfer issUlngmachines. 
Norninai surcharge on onesuburban line. 
Special fares for elderly, handicapped, students, ..: High exit turnstiles. 
children and employees. 
Transfers incur a nominal charge. 

V. Personnel Functions 
Ill. Passenger Procedures 

.. Origin Station ..; Station Agent 
- enter fare control barrier by depositing correct 

fare in coins or token. - handle nonitandard fare transactions. 
pass by agents booth to pay fare with pass, - public relations function. 
transfer or discount. - report malfunctioning equipment. 

On-Board ... Equipment Technicians 
- during weekends and nights, pay conductor 

C, properfare (no entry control at stations) repairand maintalnequipment. 

Destination Station .,. Foot Collectors 
- exits are uncontrolled, pass through free-wheel- o ing barriers. - pick up cash receipts from stations. 
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TABLE 23 

MARTA(ATLANTA:. ENTRY CONTROL FARE COLLECTION 

I. Description 
Passengers insert coins, or magnetically encoded 
passes into fare gates to enter station; gates are f r- 
wheeling on exit. Some statIons are designed for 
barrier.fiee transfer between bus and rail Stations 
are unmanned. 

Ii. Fare Structure 
Flat farestructure. 

Special fares for elderly, handicapped and em- 
ployees. 

Transfersarefree. 

Ill. Passenger Procedures 
Origin Station - enter through gate by inserting correct change, 

machine-readable transfer or pass. 

Destination Station - exits are made through free-wheeling gates. 

IV. Equipment Requirements 

Coin- and ticket-accepting entry faregates. 

Exit gates; 

Handicapped gates. 

Magnetic pass encodets. 

Passenger.assistance teiephones 

Closed-circuit television. 

V. Personnel Requirements 
Zone Center Operators - assist passengers via telephone; 

monitor station activities. 
Equipment Technicians 

repairand maintain equipment. 
Equipment Servicers - pick up receipts from fare gates. 
Central Control Personnel 

monitorequipmentstatus. - dispatch equipment technicians 
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TABLE 2-4 

ETh/EDMONTON TRANSIT: BARRIERFREE FARE coLLEcTIoN 

I. Description 

Passengers must have valid proof-of-fare payment 
while, on the rail system. Proof-of-payment may be 

prepurchased monthly pass, bus transfer, or ride 
coàpon - obtained from coin-accepting fare gates 
in the station. Proof-of-payment may be inspected; 
those patrons without valid proof are fined. 

II. Fare Structure 
Fiatfare structure. 
Special fares for elderly, Students, children and 
employees. 
Transfers are free. 

Ill Passengçr Procedures 
Origin Platform - patrons with pass or bus transfer bypass entry 

f4re gates. - single-trip patrons deposit coins into fare gate 
which issues receipt as proof-ofpayment. 

On-Board 
passenger must present proof-of-payment upon 
request by an inspector. 

DestinationPiatform - patron disembarks from any doorand encounters 
:flQ barriers; 

IV. Equipment Requirements 

Ticket-issuing fare:gate. 

V. Personnel Requirements 

Ticket Inspectors 

- randomly check passenger tickets. 

- issue penilty finesfor fare evasion. 

- perform public relations function. 

Equipment Servicers 

- restock turnstile. 

- remove cash receipts. 

Equipment Technicians 

- maintain and repair equipment. 
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TABLE 2.5 

MTA/BALT1MORE: ENTRY/EXIT BARRIER FARE COLLECTION 

I. Description 
Passengers enter and exit stations through ticket- 
reading fare gates Agents at each station accept 
transfers and special fares on entry (issuing exit 
card) and collecting additional fares as required 
on. exit. 

ii. FareStructure 
Zone farestructure.. 

Peak/base faredifferential. 

Special fares for eldeily, handicapped and students. 

IV. Equipment. Requirements 

Ticketvendors. 

Ticket-reading faregates. 

Handicapped gates (agent-controlled). 

Emergency gates, 

Agent-controlled gates. 

Bill changers. 

Transfers are discounted. V. Personnel Requirements 

ill. Passenger Procedures 
Origin Station - purchasestored-rideticket from vendor. - enter through fare gate which checks validity 

and encodes ticket with appropriate informa- 
tion. 

Destination Station - exit through. fare gate which checks validity 
and subtracts one trip from ticket. 

Station Agents 
handie non-standard fare transactions - backup for equipment. 
public relationsfunction. - restock ticket: vendors. 

Equipment Technicians 
repair and maintain equipment. 

Revenue Collectors 
pick up cashreceipts. 
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TABLE 2-6 

PATCO/PHILADELPHIA.NEW JERSEY: ENTRY/EXIT BARRIER FARE COLLECTION 

I. Description 1V 

Passengers purchase machine-readable tickets from 
vendors or station concessions and Insert these 
tickets Into fare gates to enter and exit the station. 
Stations are unmanned. 

II. Fare Structure 

Zone fare Structure, five zones segregate 14.2,mlie 
line. 

Special fares for handicapped;and elderly. 

Transfers discounted for SEPTA buses. 

Iii. Passenger Procedures 

origin Station - purchasetIcket from vendor or newsstand 
enter through fare control barrier which checks 
validity and encodes the ticket with appropriate 
information. 

Destination Station - exit through fare control barrier which checks 
validity and subtracts a trip from the ticket. 

Equipment Requirements 

Ticket vendout 
Change-makers. 
Ticket'reading gates. 
Central ticket encoders. 
Passenger assistance telephones. 
Qosed-circüit television. 

V. Personnel Requirements 
Equipment Servicers - restock ticket vendors. 

pick up receipts (cash from vendor, tickets 
from gates). 

Equipment Technicians - maintain and repair equipment. 

Central Control Personnel 
monitor station activities. - dIspatch. technicians. - assist patrons. - collect additional fare,if necessary. 
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TABLE 2-7 

SARI/SAN FRANCISCO: ENTRI/EXIT BARRIER FARE COLLECTION 

I. Description IV. Equipment Requirements 
Passengers purchase stored-value, magnetically-en- 
coded tickets from vendors and insert these tickets ... Ticket vendors. 
In fare gates to enter and exit the nation. Station 
attendants provide passenger assistance. Fare gates .... Entry/exit fare gates. 
dedUct fare from value on ticket 

Addfare machines 
Ii. FareStructure 

Distance-reiatedfare structure1 

Special fares for elderly, handicapped, students 
and children. 

Transfers to local transit are free; new regional 
pass tote implemented. 

Iii! Passenger Procedures 
OriginStadon - purchase stored-value ticket from vendor. 

enter through fare gate which checks validity 
of ticket and encodes it with appropriate In- 
formation for exit. 

Destination Station - exit through fare gate which checks validity 
of tJcket and subtracts appropriate fare. 
increase value of fareárd at Addfare machine 
If fare exceeds ticket value. 

Ticket readers. 

Ticket encoders. 

Transfer dispensers. 

V. Personnel Requirements 
Station Attendants - repair ticket and money Jams. - assist passenger interface with equipment. - notify technicians of equipment problems. 

EquipmentServicers 
restock ticket vendors. - pick up captured tickets from gates. - pick up cash receipts from vendors. 

Equipment. Technicians - maintain and repair equipment.. 
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TABLE 2-8 

WMATA/WASHINGTON, D.C.: ENTRY/EXIT BARRIER FARE COLLECTION 

I. Description IV. Equipment Requirements 
Passengers purchase magnetically encoded tickets 
from vendors and insert these tickets into fare gates ... Farecard vendors. 
to enter and exit the statIon System is fully au- 
tomated, station attendants provide passenger .. Entry/exit fare gates. 
assistance. 

Addfare machines. 
II. Fare Structure 

Distancerelated fare strucure in peak periods. ... Transfer dispensers. 

Fiat fare structure in base periods. . Data acquisition and dispiay.system. 

Special fares for elderly1 handicapped, students ... High production encoding machine. 
and children. 

Elevator access control system. 
Transfers free from rail tobus. 

Handheid veritlers. 
III. PassengerProcedures 

Origin Station 
Purchase storedvaiue farecard from vendor. - enter through fare gate which checks validity 
of ticket and encodes it with appropriate in- 
formation for exit 

Destination Station - exit through fare gate which checks validity 
and subtracts appropriate fare from value of 
ticket. 
increase value of farecard at Addfare machine 
if overridevalue of ticket. 

V. Personnel Requirerneflts 
Station Attendants - assistpassenger'interfacewith equipment. - clear ticket and money Jams. 

Equipment Servicers - restock ticket vendors. - remove captured tickets fromgates. 

Equipment Technicians - maintain and repair equipment. 
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TABLE 2-9 

MTDB/SAN DIEGO: BARRIER-FREE FARE cOLLEcTION 

P. DescriptIon 
Passengers carry valid proof-of-payment. at. all times 
while riding the system, and present it to ticket 
Inspectors if so requested. Failure to do so results 
In heavy fine. Tickets are purchased or validated 
at the station at the star of the trip. Stations are 
unmanned. 

II. Fare Structwe 
Zone fare structure, 1 &mIIe iine segregated into 
two zones. 

Special fares for elderly, handicapped and children. 

Transfers, nominal charge or free. 

Ill. Passenger Procedures 
Origin Station - purchase ticket from vendor1 validate prepur- 

chasedticket or prepurchased pass. - enter train withño physical obstruction. 

pe ... On-Board - present proof-of-purchase upon request by 
Inspector. 

_ I 
Destination Station 

exit from any door wlthout'encounteringbarriers. 

I 
--C 

IV. Equipment Requirements 

Ticket vendors/va1idators 

Bill changers 

V. Personnel Requirements 

Ticket Inspectors 

randomly check passenger tickets. 

- issue penalty flnes'for fare evasion; 

- perform public relations function. 

Equipment Serviçers 

- restock ticket vendors. 

- pick up caTh from vendors. 

EqUipment Technicians 

- maintain and repair equipment. 

S 
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TABLE 2-10 

CT/CALGARY TRANSIT; BARRIER-FREE FARE COLLEcTION 

I. Description IV. Equipment Requirements 
Passengers carry valid proof-ofpayment at all times 
while riding the system1 and present It to ticket ... Ticket vendor/vaildator. 
Inspectors if so requested. Failure to do so results 
in heavy fine. Tickets are purchased or validated ... Transferissulng maéhlne. 
at the nation at the start of the trip. Stations are 
unmanned. 

II. Fare Structure 
Two-zone fare structure. 
Free transit service i!thin the downtown area. 
Special fares for elderly, students, children and 
employees. 
Transfers incur a nominal charge. 

III. Passenger ProcedUres 
Odgin Station - pass or transfer holders may go directly to the 

train. - passengers purchase or validate tickets at ven- 
dors on platform priorto boarding. 

On4Board - patron must present proof-of-payment to an 
Inspector upon Eequest or face fine1 

Destination Station - exits are -made through any door free of ob- 
struction. 

V. Personnel Requirements 

Ticket Inspectors 

randomly Inspect passenger tickets. 

- issuefinesfor fare evasion. 

- perform public relations-function. 

Equipment Servicers 

- restock ticketvendors; 

- remove-cash receipts from vendors. 

Equipment Technicians 

- maintain and repair equipment. 

Li 



may be offered to selected groups. Discounts may be insti- 

tuted for off-peak travel. 

While MABTA in Atlanta charges a flat fare for all bus 

and rail service, the CTA in Chicago colleqts a surcharge for 

travel on a rail express service that. originates in the 

suburbs. The CPA is also proceeding with plans to institute a 

fare for all rail transit service that will. be higher than the 

bus fare. 

In EdmontOn, the flat fare that is collected on a bus or 

rail line entitles a passenger to ride in any direct-ion on any 

line or lines for a specified amount of time.. ROund-tri 

travel on a single fare is possible, provided the tine limit 

is not exceeded. 

A graduated fare structure relates fares to the origin 

and destination of each trip. There are two basi.c types of 

grádüated fare Structures.: the zoned fare and the distance- 

based fare. 

S 

With a zoned fare structure, a trans-it service area or 

transit line is divided into subareas or segments. These 

zones may correspond to geometric patterns of arbitrary width 

or length or may correspond to geography, land use or poli- 

ti.cal jurisdiction. On a rail line, one or more stations may 

lie within a zone.. A separate fare can be established for 

travel between each pair of zones - - or within a single zone. 

- Rail. transit systems that utilize a. zoned fare structure 

include PATcO in Philadelphia, MTA in Baltimore (currently 

under construction), MTDB in San Diego and calgary Transit. 

PATCO's 14.2-mile rail line is segmented into five fare 
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zones. The MTh 14-mile rail. line will have four zones. MTDB 

and Calgary Transit each have a wo-zone system for their 

light rail lines. Travel within the dntown zone is possible 
at. a lower fare in San Diego and for free in Calgary; trips to 

or from the outer zone require a higher fare.. 

Distance-based fare structures . generally entail pricing 

based on two cost confponents: (1) a fixed charge or base 

fare, and (2) an added charge that is a function of the dis- 

tance traveled.. Both BART in the San Francisco area and WMATA 

in Washington, D.C. utilize this fare structure. BART has a 

base fare for the. first. six. rOute miles of trauel àñd a dis- 

tance charge for each additional mile. WMATA utilizes com- 

posite miles rather th.an route miles, averaging air miles and 

route miles between stations; a distance charge is added after 

the first three composite miles. 

As with the fiat fare structure, transit systems having a 

graduated fare may incorpOrate Epecial fare elements into the 

structure Whereas. RART wi 1-1 charge the sane fare throughout 

the day, WMATA employs its distance-baSed fares only during 

the peak. period; during the off-peak. periods, a flat. fare is 

charged. The MTA will have a peak/off-peak fare dif-ferential 

on its rail system. And similar to the flat fare systems, 

those with graduated fares offer reduced fares to certain 

groups, including the elderly and handicapped. 

A cross-tabulation of fare eiements offered at these 

transit systems is presented in Table 2-11.. 
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TABLE 2-li 

CROSS TABULATION OF FARE ELEMENTS 

. 

Regular Fares Reduced Fares Transfers Differentials 

Transit System Single Trip Multi-Trip Unlinjited Pass Single Trip MultI-TrJp Unlimited Pass BUs to Rail Rail to Bus Service Time 

Barrier: Entry 

CTA/Chicago X X x x x x x - 
MARTAJAt!anta X X X X X X - 

I Barrier: Entry/Exit 
MiAiBaltirnore X X X X X X 
PATcq'Philadelphia X X X - X - 
.BART/SanFranciscqx x x - 
WMATA/Wash- x x 

ington, I1C. 

Barrierfree 
CT/Calgary X X X X X X X X - 
ETS/Edmonton X X - X X X - - 
MTDB/SanDiego X X X x x x x x - 

H_____________ 



2.2 FARE COLLECTION CONCEPTS 

There are twO bàsië types of fare collection methods:: 

barrier and barrier-free. 

2.2.1 Barrier Fare Collection 

Barrier fare collectiOn systems employ the use of a 

physical line of control, such as a bank of fare gates, to 

etsuté that passengers pay the proper fare for their trip. 

This fare control line defines the "free" and "paid" areas of 

the transit system. To cross thE control line., a patron must 

demonstrate the possession of valid proof of.payment. This 

may entail inserting the fare into a fare gate or displaying 

or paying it to a. statiOn, agent. Barrier fare collection may 

employ a manual or automatic means of collecting fares. or may 

use a combination of the two. 

A flat fare structure requires that the patron's fare be 

collected or examined only on entry, since the fare to paid 

is independent of the destination. A. graduated fare will, 

however, require that fares be examined both on entry and on 

exit since the fare will depend upOn. the spedifiö origin and 

destination. 

Entry Control - The barrier system utilized for the flat 

fare structure is referred to as an entry control system. Two 

variations of this conpt are illustrated in Figure 2-1. 

Under a manual/automatic system, passenger-operated (auto- 

matic) fare gates will be available fEr use by the majority of 

patrOns, who are traveling On the most conunonly used fares. A 

station agent will be available - in line with the fare 

gates - - to collect special fares that cannot be handled b 
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the gates. The agent can also provide informational assis- 

tance to patrons. Exit from the Station is unrestrifled and 

generally entails crossing the fare control line through a 

fare gate that free-wheels in the exit direction. 

Under a fully automatic system., all patrons will pass 

through a fare gate, which must then be capable of acconuno- 

dating all valid media' and fares that. a passenger may have. 

If the fare gates do not accept coin, then ticket (or token) 

vendors must be provided to accommodate patrons making one-way 

trips. Patrons may generally obtain assistance from station 

attendants or by direct phone line from central operators., 

The Chicago and Atlanta transit properties have entry 

control systems on their rail lines. Passenger prodüres for 
each are shown in Figures 2-2 and 2-3. The CTA in Chicago 

utilizes a station agent to bollect reduced fares, and trans- 

fers and to examine passes. The fare gates accept coin and 

tokens and can issue rail-to-bus transfers;. they are currently 

experimenting with a system that can. be installed in the fare 

gales to read magnetically-encoded passes. 

In Atlanta, MARTA with unmanned stations has fare gates 

whiöh accept coin, and magnetically-encode4 bus-tO-rail trans- 

fers, passes and permits. Passengers may obtain assistance by 

phone from zone center personnel. 

Entry/Exit Control. - The barrier system utilized for a 

graduated fare structure is referred to as an entry/exit con- 

trol system. Two variations of this concept are illustrated 

in Figure 2-4. The manual/automati.c concept is similar t,o 
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FIGURE 2-4 
PASSENGER PROCEDURES FOR A BARRIER ENTRY/EXIT CONTROL SYSTEM 
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that for the entry control system, with the additional feature 

that the fare gates or agent must check for valid fare on exit 

as well as entry. When collecting fates On entry, the agent 

will give the patron a magnetically encoded zone ticket for 

exit.. The function of the agent for exiting patrons will be 

to collect additional fare for overriding (when the patron's 

ticket is not valid for exiting at that station). This system 

is to be installed iA Baltimore. Station agents will be 

utilized to permit system entry for patrons with reduced fares 

and certain bus-to-rail transfers; the agent will issue 

machine-readable exit tickets to these pAtrohs. The 8tation 

agent will also collect additional fare from passengers who 

wish to exit but have overridden the value of their ticket. 

Passenger procedures for the Baltimore system are presented in 

Figure 2-5. 

The fully automatic entry/exit control system differs 

from the manual/automatic concept in. that the fare gate must 

be capable of processing' all passengers for entry, and exit. 

As illustrated in Figure 2-4, a passenger must have a valid 

machine-readable ticket before entering the system, puràhased 

either at a ticket vendor or prior to entering the station 

(pre.-purchase). At the. patron's destination, the same ticket 

must be inserted into an exit fare gate.. The passenger is 

provided a means of paying additional fare if the ticket is 

not valid for exit. at that Station. Passenger assistance is 

generally available from a station attendant on some systems 

or by phone to a central control operator on others. 

. 

PATCO and WHATA have applied the batrier entry/exit con- 

trol concept in very different ways. PATCO has a zone fare 

structure and sells tickets that ate valid for a given number 

of rides between two zones; this is referred to as a stored- 
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ride system. For a multi-trip ticket, a ride is deducted for 

each use until no rides remain. WMThTA has a distance-based 

fare struôtüre and sells tickets that have a monetary value; 

this is referred to as a stored-value syStem. Each tine a 

ride is completed, the price of the trip is deducted from the 

previous value on the ticket. 

PATCO utilizes the' passenger-assistance phone to collect 

additional fare for overriding; the central cOntrol operator 

determines the amount to be paid and the passenger inserts the 

value in coin into the. phOne. WMATA does not involve human 

interaction; passenger-activated add: fare machines determine 

the additional fare1 accept the payment and re-encode the 

patron' s ticket to permit exit.. 

Procedures for using PATCO (Philadelphia-New Jersey) and 

WMATA (Washington, D.C. area) are illustrated in Figures 2-6 

and 2-7. The produres for using BART (San Francisco Bay 

Area) which are very similar to thOSe for WMATA are illus- 

trated in Figure 2-8. 

2.2-.2 Barrier-Free Fare Collection 

Barrier-free fare collection, does not use a physical line 

of control in each station to collect or examine each passen- 

ger's fare. Instead, transit personnel circulate throughout 

the transit system to examine a passenger' S proof of payment.' 

AS shown in Figure 2-9, regardless of the type of fare 

structure, a passenger purchases the proper ticket prior to 

boarding tie train and retains the ticket as proof of' pa7 tent. 

while on the system. If. requested the patron must show the 
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FIGURE 2-7 
WMATA SYSTEM PASSENGER ACTIVITIES 
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FIGURE }$ 
BART SYSTEM PASSENGER ACTIVITIES 
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proof of payment to the tiaket inspector. Passelngers without 
valId proof of payment may be required to pay either a "super- 
fare" or a fine that is substantially higher than the normal 
fare.. The fine may be paid on-site in some cases, or through 
the court system. The fines levied on a patron can be made 

progressively higher for eadh sucs.sive infraction. 

In, general, only a Small perntage of daily passengers 
will be approached on a given day. Because the probability of 
having one's proof of payment inspected is low, the "super- 
fare" or fine. thüSt. be set at a. level that is sufficient to 
deter. widespread abuse and fare evasion. 

The barrier-free. concept. is utilized On three North 
American light rail transit systems: San Diego, Calgary and 
Edmonton.. Passenger procedures for eadh are preslented in 
Figures 2-10, 2-11 and 2-12. As Table 2-12 shows, to date the 
reported fare evasion rates have been as low as o; lower than 
those of systems in Europe. 

. 

Each of the. three systems has a mechaniSn for collecting 
fines through the local judicial system.. California legisla- 
tion enpowers the MTDB in San Diego to get fines for fare 
evasion and to utilize, system or contracted personnel. to en- 
force its fare evasion regulations.. Due to the relative ex- 
pedient in. California, MTDB fines are collected through the 
criminal court system rather than the civil courts as in 
Edmonton and Calgary. The courts return 85 percent of the 
fine to MTDB. 
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TABLE 212 

SELF-SERVICE, BARRIER-FREE REPORTED FRAUD RATES 

Annual Passenger Trips Reported Inspection Reported 
City perinspector Rate (%) Fraud Rate (%) 

Berne, Switzerland 6,700,000 .5.0% 1.0% 

Cologne, Germany 2,000,000 1.4% 3.0% 

Geneya, Switzerland 6,000,000 2.5% 0.8% - 1.1% 

The Hague, Netherlands 2,800,000 1.0% 9.9% 

Milan, Italy 6,100,000 1.0% 1.2% - 8.0% 

Muic, Germany 3;3O0,000 3.0% 1.4% 

Edmonton, Canada 680000 5.0% 1.0% 

Calgary, Canada. 800,000 2.0% 1.0% 

San Diego, USA 600,000 41.0% 0.3% 

C 

SoUrce: "Self-Service Fare Collection: Review and Summary1" prepared by the MITRE 
Corporation for the Urban Mass Transportation AdmInistration, August 1979; and 
telephone interviews with managers of Calgary Truhsit, Edmonton Transit System 
cAd the Metropolitch Transit DevElopment Board of San Diego In May 1982. 
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CHAPTEI. 3 

FARE COLLECTION PROCEDURES 

This chapter reviews and compares the various options 

that exist for collecting different types of fares. The fare 

elements examined include the single-trip fare, multi-trip 

fare.,, reduced fare, transfer and fare differentials. 

3.1 SINGLE-TRIP FARE 

The single-trip fare is the primary type of payment 

tendered on transit systems in. Notth. America! There are a 

variety of ways to collect this fare element, as shown in 

Table 3-1. 

'3.1.1 Barrier: System - Flat Fare 

On transit systems having a 'flat fare and barrier entry 

control, the patron paying a regular one-way fare will either 

insert payment media into a fare gate or drop it into a stm- 

tion agent's farebox. The automatic fare gate or station 

agent will ascertain that the cOrrect fare has been tendered 

and release a locked turnstile to permit the patron to enter 

the paid area. Exit requires no action. 

Fare media may include coins, tokens or tickets. Tokens 

or tickets must, of course, be purchased prior to their use.. 

This may be done either off-premises or from vendors in the 

station. 

. 
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TABLE 3-1 

ACCOMMODATION OF REGULAR SINGLE TRIP FARE 

Collection Concept Transit System Media Purchase Collection/Inspection 

Flat Fare 

Barrier CTA/Chlcago Token OffSIte Fare Gate; Agent 
Coin .... Fare Gate; Agent 

MARTA/Atianta Coin Fare Gate 

Barrier-Free ETS/Edrnontpn Coin Fare Gate; Inspector 

Graduated Fare 

Barrier BART/San Francisco Magnetic Ticket Vendor Fare Gate 

MTA/tialtlmore Magnetic Ticket Vendor Fare Gate 

PATCO/PhiJa.-N.j. Magnetic Ticket Vendor Fare Gate 

Th4ATA/WasiL,D.C. Magnetic Ticket Vendor Fare Gate 

Barrier-Free Cl/Calgary Ticket Vendor Inspector 

MTDU/San DIego Ticket Vendor Inspector 



. 

. 

Both CTA and MARTA collect single-trip fares in coins; 

CTA accepts tokens as well. The value of accepting tokens or 

tickets in lieu of coins is that less bulk is involved per 

transaction arid many more transactions can be handled before 

the fare gate till must be emptied. 

3.1.2 Barrier Systems - Graduated Fare 

On transit. syStems having a graduated fare and rrier 

entry/exit control, the patron paying a regular one-way fare 

must purchase a ticket thaf is valid for the trip, insert the 

ticket in the fare gate to dross the fare control line into 

the paid area and retain the ticket during his or her trip for 

use. on exit at. the destination. The ticket is purchased from 

ticket vendors and will be encoded with machine readable data 

pertaining to the extent of its validity. A zoned fare system 

requires that the ticket. be valid between the origin and des- 
tination zones of the trip. A distance-based fare system 

requires that the dollar-value of the ticket be at least equal 

to the fare of the trip. 

If the value of the ticket is not sufficient for the 

trip, the exit fare gate at the patron's destination will 

reject the ticket. without releasing the turnstile and direct 

the patron to the designated xans of paying additional fare. 

On a manual/automatic system, such as in the Baltimore. rail 

line under construction, the station agent will interpret the 

ticket code, determine its value, collect the additional fare 

and release the turnstile for the patron to exit. 

On a fully automatic system, 

directed to a passenger-assistance 

machine. The passenger-assistance 
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the patron ma be either 

phone or to an Addfare 

phone on PATCO in the 



Philadelphia area connects the patron to the central control 
operator. By directing the passenger to insert the ticket 
into a designated fare gate with diagnostic capability the 
brator can interpret the ticket encoding and determine the 
additional fare that must be tendered. The patron pays this 
amount into the phone, the operator verifies the amount and 
releases a fare gate for the patron to exit! 

Addfare machines such as those used by WMATA and BART, 

obviate the. heed to communicate with central cOntrol person- 
nel. The Addfare will calculate the balance necessary to exit 
at that station., display the amount and, upon receipt of the 
corre at change, re-en code the ticket for exit. 

3.1.3 Barrier-Free Systems Flat or Graduated. Fare 

The procedure reqüirèd to pay single-trip fare on a 
barrier-free system differs little between transit properties 
having a flat or graduated fare structure. The passenger must 
purchase a single-trip ticket from a ticket vendor prior to 
entering the station platform or train. The ticket is printed 
at the time of pUrchase, géñerally with the fare type, time, 
date and station. If the transit system has a graduated fare 
Structure, the patron must be sure to purchase a ticket that 
is valid for the length of the trIp. If the patron is chal- 
lenged by a ticket inspector, the ticket must be presented and 
must be valid for that particular point, time and direction. 

The light rail. lines in Calgary, San Diego and Edmonton 
are each similar in the mariner in which single-trip patrons 
are accommodated. Whereas Calgary and San Diego utilise 
stand-mounted ticket vendOrs at each station, single-trip 
patrons on the EdmontOn light rail line are directed to 
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coin-accepting turnstiles that issue single-trip tickets. The 

turnstile, which free-wheels in each direction, doubles as a 

passenger-counter. 

. 
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3.2 MULTIPLE-TRIP FARE 

A multiple-trip fare element, is included in the fate 

strUcture of most transit systems. Fare media include passes 

and multi-trip tickets. Passes permit an unlimited number of 

rides during a specified period of time (e.g., one month). 

Multi-trip tickets n' have either a finite number of trips or 

a finite dollar value and have no expiration date. 

Table 3-2 summarizes the fare media and uteans of purchase 

and verification of' multi-trip fares at selected transit sys- 

temS 

3 2.. 1. Barrier Systems - Flat Fare 

On transit systems having a flat fare and barrier entry. 

control,. the patrOn using a pass will either insert the card 

into the fare gate or show it to the station agent. The. auto- 

matic fare gate or station agent will ascertain that the pass 

is valid and release a locked turnstile to allOw the patrOn 

access to the platform. Turnstiles are free-wheel-ing in the 

exit direction. Fully automatic systems require appropriate 

software to prevent the use of a pass by mOre than one patron 

at a time (passback). 

Multi-trip tickets On flat fare systems will hate a 

finite number of trips. Printed tickets are hand punched by a 

station agent. Machine-readable tickets are inserted in a 
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Collection. Method 

Fiat Fare 

Barrier: Entry 

Barrier-Free 

Graduated Fare 

I Barrier: Entry/Exit 
tfl 

K) 

TABLE 32 

ACCOMMODATION OF REGULAR MULTIPLE-TRIP FAKE 

Transit System 

CTA/Chicago 

MARTA/Atianta 

ElSiE dmonton 

Media 

Unlimited Ride Pass 

Unlimited Ride Pass 

Unlimited Ride Pass 

BART/San Francisco Stored-Value Ticket 

MTh/Baitimore Unlimited Ride Pass 

PATCO/Phila.NJ StoredRide Ticket 

WMATA/Wash.,D.C. Stored-Value Ticket 

Barrier-Free CT/Calgary 

MTD B/San Diego 

Unlimited Ride Pass 

MuitRlde Ticket 

Unlimited Ride Pass 

MUlti-Ride Ticket 

Purchase 

Off-Site 

Off-Site 

Off-Site 

Vendor 

Off-Site 

Newsstand 

Vendor 

Off-Site 

Off-Site 

Off-Site 

Off-Site 

Collection/Inspection 

Agent; FareGate 

Fare Gate 

Ticket Inspector 

FaEe Gate 

Fare Gate; Agent 

Fare Gate 

Fare Gate 

Ticket Inspector 

Ticket inspector 

Ticket Inspector 

Ticket Inspector 



fare gate ticket transport which deducts one ride and releases 

the turnstile f or entry. 

Both the Chicago and Atlanta syStems utilize the un- 

limited-ride pass. At MARTA in Atlanta, the pass is inserted 

into a ticket transport on the fare gate where it is read. 

CTA's pass in Chicago is currently printed on paper stock and 

is shot to the agent to gain entry. 

3.2,2 Battier Sy8tems - Graduated Fare 

On transit systems having a graduated fare and barrier 

entry/exit control, the patron uling a multi-trip ticket. 

inserts the ticket. in the fate gate to enter the system and 

does the same. to exit. On stored-ride systems, a ride is 

deducted from the ticket; systems having stored-value will 

deduct the price of the trip and print the remaining value S 
the ticket. If the cost of the trip exce . ds the value of the 

ticket, the exit fare gate. will reject the ticket until addi- 

tional fare is paid to the Addfare (BAn, WMATA), assistance 

phone (PATCO), or station agent (Mm). 

A pass inserted in the fare gate is simply verified for 

use at the time, date and location. Fare gates require soft- 

ware to prevent "passback" of passes. Tickets are encoded 

with machine-readable data pertaining to the validity of the 

ticket for any ride. 

Stored-value or stored-ride tickets may be purchased from 

vendors. Pre-eñcoded tickets may also be made available at 

outside sales outlets.. Passes are. sold off-Site. 
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3.2.3 Barrier-Free Systems. - Flat or Graduated Fare 

The procdure required to pay a multiple-trip fare on a 

barrier-free system differs little between transit agencies 

subscribing to ,a flat or graduated fare structure. patron 

holding an unlimited-ride pass simply enters and exits the 

train as desired. A passenger using a multiple-ride ticket 

must go to a ticket vendor, located near the station.platform 

and insert the ticket into the validation slot. The vendor 

cuts a portion of the ticket, and stamps the date, time and 

Station on the remainder. On systems subscribing to a gradu- 

ated fare structure, it is the patron's responsibility to 

purchase a ticket valid for the entire trip. If challenged by 

an inspector, the patron mUst present a valid pass or ticket, 

or face a substantial penalty. 

calgary. Edmonton and 

limited-ride pass; calgary 

multi-ride tickets as well.. 

must be purchased off-site. 

3.3 REDUCED FARES 

All transit agenöies 

capital funds, under Section 

Act are mandated to provide 

the elderly and handicapped 

agencies also incorporate 

strUctures., some of which 

specific times of day. 

San Diego (MTDB) all offer art un- 

and San Diego (MTDB) provide 

Passes and multiple-ride tickets 

receiving federal operating or 

5 of the Urban Mass Transportation 

at minimum, half-priced fares for 

in off-peak periods. Many transit 

elective discounts in their fare 

may be restricted to use during 

As shown in Table 3-3k transit systems may offer reduced 

fa.res for single-trips, multiple-trip tickets and on unlimited 
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transfers are free to elderly, handicapped (with identifica- 

tion) and all express bus riders, while an upgrade is required 

for transfers from local and urban bus service. 

The fare media and method of collecting bus-to-rail 

tranàfers at selected transit Systems is presented in 

Table 3-6. 

3.5 FARE DIFFERENTIALS 

Fare differentials. are generally related to time or type 

of service. Time-based differentIals reflect transit cost 

structure by charging a greater fare in peak periods relative 

to off-peak periods. Differentials related to service type 

may involve charging a higher fare for rail Service than for 

bus service or for a particular suburban or express rotite. 

3.5.1 Flat Fare - Barrier Systems 

An entry control System can llect time-based differen- 

tials at the fare gate or agent's booth. Automatic, fare gates 

must be equipped with a clock and be prognimued to accept the 

base fare in off-peak periods and a. preini tim fare in peak per- 

iods. Service-based differentials are more difficult to col- 

lect in an entry control system. All fare gates at a suburban 

station can be programmed. to incorporate a surcharge into the 

fare, as all patrons entering the system are utillEing subur- 

bn service. However, patrons entering an urban station and 

traveling to a. juburban station do not incur the surcharge. 

Entry fare gates cannot discern the difference between urban 

and suburban riders at an urban station. 
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TABLE 3-6 

ACCOMMODATION OF SINGLE-TRIP BUS-TO-RAIL TRANSFERS 

Collection Method Transit System Media Use 

Fiat Fare 

Barrier: Entry CTA/Chicago Paper Transfer Agent 

MARTA/Atlanta Magnetic Transfer Fare Gate 

Barrier-Free ETS/Edmonton Paper Transfer Inspector 

Graduated Fare 

Barrier: Entry/Exit BART/San Francisco No Transfer 

MTA/Baltlmore peak Magnetic Transfer Fare Gate 

offpeak Paper Transfer Agent 

PATCO/Phiia.-N.1J No Transfer 

WMATA/Washington, D.C. No Transfer 

BarrIerFree C/CaIgay Paper Transfer Inspector 

MTDB/San Diego Paper Transfer Inspector 



While neither of the flat fare systems discussed in this 
text subscribe to a time-base differential, CTA does have a 
surcharge on a particular express. rail service that operates 
in the peak period. The fare surcharge is collected inbound 
only on board the train. 

3.5.2 Barrier Systems - Graduated Fares 

Entry/exit. fare gates can be programned to automatically 
collect time-based differentials in the Same manner as entry 
gates. The fare to be oharged can be determined at either the 
time of entry or exIt. Service-related differentials are 
generafly incorporated into the graduated fare structure. 

WMATA, PATCO and MTA all have .or will have a time-based 
differential. WNATA charges. a distance-based fate in the peak 
periods and a flat fare in the off-peak. PATCO currently 
employs an internal fare gate clock to restrict use of reduced 
fare tickets to off-peak periods. MTA plans to include a 
peak/base differential into its fare structure using similar 
equipment.. 

3.5.3 Barrier-Free Systems - flat. or Graduated Fare 

The procedure required to pay a fare differential differs 
little between barrier-free systems subscribing to a flat or 
graduated fare structure. Ticket vendors must. have, the cãpa- 
bility to dispense. tickets priced at the appropriate fare 
levels. An 'internal clock mechanism can adjust the fare re- 
quired for single-trip tickets. Otherwise, it will geneIally 
be the patron's responsibility t purchase the correct ticket.. 

None of the barrier-free systems included in this review 
utilize fare differentials. 
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CHAPTER 4 

EQUIPMENT AND PERSONNEL 

This chapter disctisseS the type of eqUipment. and person- 

nel generally required for each type of fare collection sys- 

tem. The features of the equipment and responsibilities of 

the personnel are described. 

II 

4.1 FARE COLLECTION EQUIPMENT 

Equipment associated with the fare collectiOn System will 

include that which is necessary for fare processing, nedia and 

revenue handling and system monitoring. The equipnt and its 
features will depend Upon the particular manner in which a 

fare collectiOn concept is applied on a transit system. A 
detailed description of equipment on selected Systems is 

presented in Appendix A. 

4.1.1 Fare Processing EqUipment. 

Fare processing equipment refers to that equipment. which 
the patron must use in order to pay the proper fare. A 
general description of the type of equipment that can be 

Utilized to collect fares is presented in this section. 

Barrier System - A barrier entry control system that 

processes fIat fares may have the following equipment: 
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Automatic Fate Gate 

- Passenger-activated, permits entry to the 
"paid" area following insertion of proper 
fare 

- Free-wheels in the exit direction 

- Must accept all media on a fully automated 
system, and the predominant media on man- 
ual/autonatic system 

- Media accepted may include coin, tokens or 
rnadhine-reádable tickets or passes. 

Agent-controlled Fare Gate 

- On manual/automatic, systems only, the agent 
releases the gate to permit entry to the 
"paid' area after verifying by visual in- 
spection that the proper fare has been paid 

- May be locked or allowed to free-wheel in 
the exit direction. 

r 

. Ticket or Token Vendors 

- Required only On systEms in which machine- 
readable tickets or tokens are a predominant 
mediA 

- Loted in the station "free" area, accepts 
coin or in some cases dollar bills, and 
vends the ticket or token and in some cases, 
change 

- Tickets are machine-readable and may be 
either pre-encoded with pertinent data or 
encoded by vendor at time of sale. Data may 
include: fare type, date/time of purchase, 
location or vendor number, system security 
code. 
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Transfer Dispenser 

-. For tail-tO-bus transfers, is located in the 
"paid" area 

- May accept coin or issue a free transfer 

- May be free standing or may be attached to 
fare gate and tied to fare payment 

- Prints stat-ion, time and date at time of 
issue. 

Handicapped Swing Gate 

- Activated by remOte control by system per- 
sonnel, or by a handicapped passenger with 
proper machine-readable identification, will 
swing open to permit entry or exit of a 
person in a wheelOhair. 

Fare processing equipment for selected entry control 

syStems is presented in Table 4-1. 

. 

. 

A barrier entry/etit control system that processes grad- 

uated fares will have equipment that is more complex than the 

entry control equipment, becaUse of the need to verify fare 

validity on exit and to collect additional fare fo.r over- 

riding, as shown in Table 42. The mechanics and software of 

the equipment will also depend ôñ the use of either a gtored- 
ride system for zoned. fares or a stored-value system for 

distance-based fares: 

Automati.d Entry Fare Gate 

- Passenger-activated, permits entry to the 
"paid" area following insertion of a vali4 
machine-readable ticket 
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Transit System 

CTA/Chlcago 

MARTA /Atlanta 

TABLE 4-1 

ENTRY CONTROL: FARE PROCESSING EQUIPMENT 

p 

M e d I a 

Equipment Accepted Vended 

Fare Gate Coin; Token Transfer 

(Magnetic Ticket) 

Agent Gate 

FareGate Coin; Magnetic Ticket Transfer 

E/H Gate Coin; Magnetic Ticket Transfer 

Assistance Phone Coin 



I, 

-4 

. . . 

TABLE 4-2 

ENTRY/EXIT CONTROL: FARE PROCESSING EQUIPMENT 

Med ia 
Transit System Equipment Accepted Vended 

MTA/Baltimore Ticket Vendor Coin Magnetic Ticket 
Fare Gate Magnetic Ticket 
Agent Gate 

E/H Gate Magnetic Ticket 
Transfer Dispenser. Coin Transfer 

PATCO/PhlIa.-NJ. Ticket Vendor Coin Magnetic Ticket 

FareGate Magnetic Ticket 
E/H Gate Magnetic Ticket 

Transfer Dispenser Coin Transfer 

Assistance Phone Coin 

BART/San Francisco Ticket Vendor Coin, Bill, Magnetic Ticket Magfletic Ticket 
and 

WMATA/ Fare Gate Magnetic Ticket 

Washington,D.C. Transfer Dispenser Transfer 

AddFare Coin,Magnetic Ticket Magnetic Ticket 



For stored-ride system: verifies tat the 
ticket is valid for entry at that time and 
station; deducts one ride from single and 
multi-trip tickets 

- For stored-value system: verifies that the 
tIcket is valid for the transit system and 
has value; encodes the station of origin 

Is combined with an exit fare gate. 

Automatic Exit Fare Gate 

- Passenger-activated, rmits exit from the 
"paid' area following insert-ion of a valid 
machine-readable ticket 

- For stored-ride system: verifies that the 
ticket is vàli.d for exit at that station; 
captures expired tickets 

- For stored-value system: verifies that the 
ticket is valid; deducts the trip fare from 
the value stored on the ticket; prints the 
remaining value on the ticket and daptUres 
tickets with no remaining vàlüe. 

Agent-Controlled Fare Gate 

On manual/automatic, Systems only, the agent 
releases the gate to permit a patron to 
enter or exit the "paid" area, after veri- 
fying by visual inspection the proper pay- 
ment of fare 

- For enterinq patrons, the agent may collect 
or verify any nedia on the system that is 
not machine-readable and -issue a machine- 
readable exit ticket - 

- For exiting patrons, the agent may collect 
additional fare for overriding. 
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Handicapped Swing Gate 

- Activated by remote control by system per- 
sonnel, or by a handicapped passenger with 
proper machine-readable identification, will 
swing open to permit entry or exit of a 
person in a wheelchair. 

Ticket Vendors 

- Located in the station "free" area, accepts 
coin and in sØxne cases dollar bills and 
vends a machine-readable ticket., may give 
change 

- For stored-ride system: patron selects 
ticket necessary for travel to destination; 
ticket may be pre-encoded or encoded at time 
of purchase 

- For stored-value system: patron selects 
desired value to be printed and encoded on ticket. at time of purchase! 

Transfer Dispenser 
- For rail-to-bus transfers, is located in the 

"paid" area. 

- May accept coin or issue a free transfer 
- Is free-standing 
- Prints station, time and date at time of issue. 

Fare Upgrade Machines 
(Adafare and passenger-assistance phones) 
-. Permit additional fare to be paid if ticket is not valid for station exit 
- Located in station "paid" area 
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- Addfare chines, are passenger-activated; 
they read a machine-readable ticket, deter- 
mine the additional fare owed and upon 
receiving proper payment re-encode the 
ticket for exit 

- Passenger-assistance phones permit the plas- 
senger to cOmmün-icate with a central Oontrol 
operator. The operator determines the value 
of the ticket via diagnostics in a fare 
gate, verifies that the additional. fare has 
been paid into the coin-registering passen- 
gerTassistance phone and releases a fare. 
gate for patron exit. 

Barrier-Free System - A barrier-free System requires the 
same equipment regardless of the fare structure. 

Ticket Vendor 

- Located in the designated "free" area of the 
station, accepts coin and in some cases 
dollar bills aM vends a printed ticket; may 
give change 

- - The ticket will be printed at tine of put- 
chase with fare type, lotion, date and 
ti,iue. 

Ticket Validator 
-. Located in the designated free area and 

generally combined with the ticket vendor, validates a multi-trip ticket for use on that trip 
-. The multi-trip ticket 'is printed with loca- tion, date and time. 

Fare processing equipment and media for selected bar 
rier-free systems is presented in Table 43. 
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Transit System 

CT/Calgary 

ETS/Edmonton 

MTDB/San Diego 

. 

TABLE 4-3 

BARRIER-FREE: FARE PROCESSING EQUIPMENT 

Equipment 

Ticket Vendor 

Ticket Validator 

Fare Gate 

Ticket Vendor 

ticket Validator 

Me di a 

Accepted 

Coin 

MUitiTrip Ticket 

Coin 

Coin 

Multi-Trip Tièket 

LA 

Vended 

Ticket 

Receipt 

Ticket 



4.;l..;2. System Monitoring E 

Fully automated fare 

of monitoring equipment p 

operatidn This may be 

control operator or of the 

guipment 

collectiOn systems .ré4uire a xrans 

!rformance and controlling equipment 

the responsibility of the entra I 

station attendant.. 

System monitoring personnel will generally sit at a. con- 

sole that provides visual messages of equipment status (e.g., 

in-service, out of service1 door open) and permits a linlited 

degree of control over equipment operation (e.g.,. take out of 

service, put in service, release gate for one entry or exit, 

free-wheel turnstiles in emergency). At least one. fare gate 

per bank of gates will permit the personnel to interpret a 

ticket's code to diagnose a problem and to. ignore Part or all 

of the encoding so the patton can use the ticket. 

In addition to the equipment monitoring console, oper- 

ators at central control will also be provided a means of 

observing and communicating with patrons who are using the 

fare collection equipment. E4üiment. will include closed- 

circuit teleision, passenger-assistance phones and a public. 

address system. 

4.1.3 Media. and Revenue Handling Eajuipmént 

Eadh type of fare collection system requires some means 

of processing revenue. Special equipment is also required for 
processing certain media.. 

Processing of revenue may be done in-house or cOntracted 

out to the bank in which it is deposited. In general, a coin 

counter is utilized to. tally up coin revenue. Dollar bills 

are generally hand sorted and counted. 
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Media prOcessing requirements will depend on the system. 

Pre-encoded tiökets, transfers or passes require a high speed 

ticket encoder to efficiently prepare the quantity of tickets 

that are regularly used! 

C 

S 

Tokens may generally be sorted, counted and in some cases 

rolled by the same equipment that counts coins. Tickets are 

generally printed by an outside contractor. 

4.2 SYSTEM PERSONNEL REQUIREMENTS 

An important aSedt of fare collection is the persOñne.l 

requirements for system operation. Labor costs comprise a 

significant portion of total fare collection costs for most 

transit. systems. The degree. of automation influences the type 

of personnel required, as shown in Table 4-4. Fare collection 

personnel can be grouped into five functional. categOries: 

station. personnel, on-board personnel, maintenance personnel, 

revenue collection prsonnel and central control personnel. 

4.2.1 StatiOn Personnel 

Station personnel are utilized on some systems having 

barrier fare collection. They can be functionally classified 

as agents or attendants. 

Station agents are directly 

fares on manual/automatic: systems 

to handle special fares and tr 

machines. Agent.s also assist pa 

culty with the equipment. 

involved in the. collection of 

Their primary function is 

ansfers not accommodated by 

Lssengers experiencing diffi- 
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Transit System: 

Station Personnel 

Station Agents 

Station Attendants 

On-Board Personnel 

Conductors 

Operators 

Ticket Inspectors 

inspectors 

Central Control 
Patron Assistance 

System Status 

Maintenance 

- Technicians 

Revenue Processing 

- Revenue Collection 

- Revenue Counting 

. . 

TABLE 4-4 

FARE COLLECTION STAFFING REQUIREMENTS 

Manual/AutomatIc Barrier Fully Automated Barrier Barrier-Free 

CTA .MTA MARTA PATO BART WMATA CT ETS MTDB x- 
- x x 

x- - - x- - 

- - - - x x 

- x x - -, - - 
- x x x. x - x x 

x x x x x x x x x 

x x x x x xx x 

x x x x x x x x 



At the CPA and MPA, statiOn agents supplement aqtomatic 

fare collection by handling all non-standatd transactions. 

PATCO does not utilize station agents but uses part-time per- 

sonnel to supplement ticket. vendors at major StatiOns during 

the ã.m. peak period. 

Station attendants are sometimes employed on fully auto- 

mated barrier systems. They are not responsible for actual 

fare collection, but instead provide assistance to passengers 

experiencing prob] ems in utilizing automatic fare collection 

equipment. StatiOn attendants often have some light mainte- 

nance responsibilities as well.. Attendants man all stations 

at BART and WMATA and ma ke all soft repairs (e.g., ticket or 

money jams). Additional responsibilities inclUde putting all 

fare collection equipment into service, setting all reversible 

aisles into the predetermined entry/exit pattern to obtain 

optimal flow for the initial, operating period, and auditing 

all machine registers for use by financial and security of- 

fices at its high volume rail terminals. Station attendants 

are not essential to SyStem operations, but contribute to 

patron security and convenience. 

C 

4.2.2. On-Board Personnel 

The CPA utilizes conductors to collect fares on-board 

during nights and weekends when trains consist of only two 

cars. This measUre has proven mote cost-efficient than having 

manned stations (i.e., station agents) during these particular 

periods. Conductors also issue transfers upon receipt of the 

appropriate fare. Operators of One-car trains also perform a 

fare. collection function on the CPA. In this case, only the 

doors near the operator are used for boarding. Passengers 

deposit the proper fare in a registering box adjacent to the 

operator. 
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4.2.. 3 Ticket Inspectors 

STicket inspectors are a critical element of barrier-free 

fare collection. The inspectors are charged with enforcing 

fare payment policies through organized randOth checks or 

patrons for proof of payment. Inspectors circulate vehicles 

between and at statiOns examining patton tickets, passes, and 

receipts of fare payment. Passengers not having proof of 

payment in their possession are issued fines for fare 

evasion. InEpectors also perform. a passànger assistance func- 

tion and provide public re-lations for the transit system. 

4.2.4 Central Control Personnel 

Central control personnel are used on many transit sys- 

tems to monitor overall system operations and via a closed- 

circuit television system to protidé remote sürvèillance of 

stations for reasons of safety and security. 

These persOnnel will be responsible for monitoring fare 

collection operations on systems where stations are Unmanned 

and automated. Duties may include: 

Monitoring and controlling equipment status; 

Monitoring fare c011ection system use; 

Providing passenger assistance by PABX phone; and 

Ensuring the safety and Security of passengers 
using the fare dblléction system. 

Central control personnel can generally remove equipment 

from Servis if a problem occurs and are responsible for sUm 

moning maintenance technicians. On some barrier systems, if a 

patron encounters problems entering or exiting the system, the 
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operator can diagnose the problem and cond the fare gate to 

permit entry or exit.. Responsibilities may als.o extend to 

actual collection of additional fare for overriding a ticket, 

via, a coin-registering passenger-assistaflce phone. 

Central control personnel at BART, WMATA, PATCO and MARTA 

monitor system Status. In addition PATCO and MARTA personnel 

can assist patrons experiencing difficulty, utilizing equip- 

ment diagnostics and system override controls. 

The. barrier-free systems in San Diego and Edmonton 

utilize central control personnel to monitor fare collection 

operations via CCTV. 

4.2.5 Equipment Maintenance. Technicians 

Maintenance technicians are required to service, main- 

tam, and repair all. autOmatic fate collection equipment. The 

number of maintenance personnel required at a given system is 

directly related to the type, amount and reliability of fare 

collection equiptheht. and uSe. At some transit systems (e.g., 

BART, WMATA, MARTA), maintenance technicians only visit sta- 

tions whet notified of a failure.. At other systems (e.g., 

PATCO), maintenance technicians can be directed to a failure 

by central cOnttbl, ?" will also roam segments of' the line 

and check all equipment for proper operation. At BART and 
WMATA, technicians only handle hard failures, while MARTA and 

PATCO technicians repair hard and soft failures. 

4.2.5 Revenue Collection and Processing Personnel 

Most systems require tiree general personnel functions 

for revenUe handling: revenUe collection from stations, 
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revenue prOcessing at a central counting facility, and 

delivery of revenue tO banks. RevenUe collectors, soxi..times 

called revenue agents or foot collectors, a-re responsible for 

llecting all rail revenues from stations and parking lots. 

This usually entails removing a full dash boA from fare col- 

lection equipment and replacing it with an empty cash box. At 

some systems (e.g., PATCO, Mm), the revenue collectors are 

also required to replenish the ticket stock and change in fare 

equipment. Revenue collectors transport the fare revenue from 

the station to the central counting facility via an armored 

tzuck (e.g, CPA) ora revenUe train (e.g., WMATA). 

. 

Revenue processing personnel are generally responsible 
for manually processing mixed $1 or $5 bills and operating 

dUtrenc coUnting machines. Tokens a-re separated from coins 

and returned to the cashier.. Ticket8 are destroyed or re- 

tained fot additional. use. Revenue processing personnel pre- 

pare currency for deposit, and revenue delivery persOnnel 

transfer the money to the bank. 
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CHAPTER 5 

SYSTEM ?EQPWJqE AND REQUIREMENTS 

Eor each concept and its equipment, thete are associated 
cOsts. Capital. costs increase with the level of equipment 
complexity. (They are also sensitive to contractual terms for 
their manufacture, the size of the. dontract, and economic 
conditions in the industry.) Operating costs will be influ- 
enced primarily by the number of personnel needed to operate 
the SySteEi and, tO máiñtain. the equipment.- in some instances, 
attempts to control operating costs through Use of aUtomated 
equipment has resulted in higher maintenance costs. Relia- 
bility of equipment is an important issue in this regàrde as 
it determines the numr of rnaintehah personnel needed to 
achieve the necessary equipment. availabiLity goals. 

. 

C 

This chapter discusses the experiences of selected 
transit systems in the areas of equ-ipnt performance and 
capital and operating costs. - 

5.1 EQUIPMENT RELIABILITY 

Reliability is a measU±e of the probability that equip- 
meñt will La-il to function properly either Over time, distance 
or a number of cycles. As fare collection. equipment is- most 
sensitive to the nuMber of transactions that are performed, 
the most coimnon measure. of reliability is the mean cycles (or 
transactions) between failures - MCBF. Transit systems will 

d-iffer in the definition of a failure. A -failure may be 
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recorded if any function is lost, or if only a critical func- 

tion is lost; the type of repair and personnel performing it 

may also determine whether a failure is reported. 

Table. 5-1 shows MCBF levels for equipment on selected 

SysteMs. The numbers reflect all màinteñanoe actions under- 

taken by either maintenance technicians or by station atten- 

dants. Factors which influence reliability levels include: 

The complexity of the equipment: 

The quality of design and manufacture; 

The quality of scheduled maintenance and repairs.;. 

The intensity of use (time-related failures have 
a greater effect on reliability with lightly-used 
equipment); and 

The age of the eqUipment. 

The table shows a sensitivity of reliability to equipment 

complexity. In Philadelphia, PATCO uses plastic tickets and 

does not print on them; thus, its fare gaté.s are not plagued 

by. jams due to ticket wear or the failure of a print 

mechanism. Fare gates on BAFT (San Frandisco) and WMATA 

(Washington, D.C.) print on tickets that are often used 

several times before they are disarded; this contributes to 
the relatively low reliability of these Units. WMATA has 

embarked on a multi-million dollar retrofit program that will, 

among other things, improve ticket transport operation; the 

program -is also expected to improve electronic reliability. 

me rail s7stems in Chicago and Atlanta trace the 

majority of the problems with their fare gates to the 
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Concept Transit System. 

Barrier: Entry Control CTA/Chicago 

MARIA/Atlanta 

Barrier: Entry/Exit 

I 

TABLE 5-1 

EQUIPMENT RELIABILITY 

Fare Gates Ticket Vendors Miscellaneous 

Reliability Reliability Reliability 
Mfg. (MCBF) Mfg. (MOW) Type Mfg. (MCBF) 

Duncan 2,500 

CUbic 1,740 

Control PATCO/Phlla;-NJ. Cubic 5$10 

WMATA/ Cubic 1250 
Washington, D.C. 

DART/San Francisco Cubic 1,135 

BarrierFree MTDB/San Diego 

Adv.Data 310 BilIChanger Nick-O-Loc 1190 

Cubiè 100 Add Fare Cubic 75 

Cubic 140 Add Fare Cubic 225 

Autelca 3,000 

MCBF Mean Cyc/es:between Transactions 

Source: Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Overview of Rail Transit Farecollection, prepared for UMT14, August 1980; 
San Diego Metropolitan Transit Development Board, 1982 



microelectronidS, coin adceptor and transfer dispenser. Each 

system is modifying the fare gate. to reduce the likelihood 

that an electrOnic problem will cause the unit to go out of 

service.. MARTA. has also modified its transfer dispensing 

system. Edmonton Transit, dissatisfied with the 1 rel-ià- 

bilit' of its CTA-type. fare gates, is planning to repla them 

with post-mounted ticket vendors. 

The ticket vendors on the barrier systems are far less 

reliable than On. the barrier-free system at MTDB in San 

Diego. WMATA and BART vendors, which are the most sophisti- 

cated, are plagued with problems of bill and coin acptance, 
and tidtet tr&hSort. WMATA is. planning an overhaul of its 

ticket vendors and currently has two pilot projects underway: 

one to improve bill acptance, the other t.o improve ticket 

veñdihg. 

Although simple in conpt, the PATCO vendor has not been 
able to operate reliably in an environment of continual use. 

The primary cause of failures is ticket jams. Under a grant 

from UMPA, PATCO has designed its Own ticket vendor, which it 

is preparing to test. 

The ticket vendor at MTDB acdepts exact change and prints 

a ticket from fan-fold stOck. its primary cause of failure is 
paper jams. 

5..2 EQUIPMENT COST 

Capital costs of equipment. depend primarily on their 

complexity.. They can also be influenced by contraOtua.l tetms, 

the size Of the COntract and. economic conditions in the 

industry. 
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Purchase costs of equipment for selected systems are 

shown in Table 5-2. Despite the difference in the year of 

purchase.. the costs show how they will vary with complexity. 

This is all the more evident in Table. 5-3. This table pre- 

sents rough estimates of equipment costs in 1980 dollars, 

which have been based on analyses of price quotations in 

response to different bids. 

systems such as BART and WMATA 

equipment. System complexity also 

equipment (i.e.., fare gates, ticket 

WMATA's Data Acquisition and Display 

such as CA, MARTA and PATCO require 

that arö also less óostly. 

5.3 OPERATING AND MAINTENANCE COSTS 

tequire the most costly 

requires more kinds of 

vendors, Addfare Units, 

System). Simpler systems 

fewer types of equipment 

The annual cost of fare collection is composed of the 

cost of personnel. fleedéd. to operate and maintain the system 

(shown in Table 5-4), of spare parts and consumables - - in- 

cluding media - - and by the power that is required for the 

equipnnt to Operate. The. major cost is associated with per- 

sonne.l. 

Analysis of tOtal ahnüal costs for fare collection, 

presented in Table 5-5, does not provide a discernible pattern 

when examined on a per-passenger basis. One would expect the 

transit systems with . nned stations to have the lowest 

cOstS. Ridership peaking levels and fixed station-related 

costs are believed, to be affecting the results. 
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TABLE 5-2 

COMPARISON OF EQUIPMENT COSTS 

Fare Gates Ticket Vendors Miscellaneous 

Year Purchased Unit Cost Year Purchased Unit Cost Type Year Purchased Unit:Cost 

Barrier: Entry 

CTA/ ChIcago 1978 $ 6,000 

MARTA/ Atlanta 1:977 14,000 - - - - - 

Barrier: Entry/Exit 

BART/ San Francisco 1974 $43,000 1974 $33,500 AddFare 

MTA/ BaltImore 1981 N.A. 1981 N.A. 

PATCO/ PhlIa.-N.J. 1976 10,000 1968 3,000 Aid Phone 

WMATA/ Washington, D.C.. 1981 33000 1981 49,000 AddFare 

Barrier-Free 

MTDB/San Diego - 1981 35000 * 

N.A. Not Available 
* Includes Installation 

1974 $31,500 

1969 150 

1981 42,000 



. 

TABLE 5-3 

ESTIMATED FARE COLLECTION EQUIPMENT CAPITAL COSTS 

Cost 

Gates 

Mechanical Turnstile 
Token Accepting $ 2,000 

Coin Accepting-i or 2 identidal coins with febox .3,500 

Electrical Turnstile 
Accepts no cOins or tokens, unlocked 
from station attendant booth 3,200 

Coin operated singleslot, with safebox, 
time of day clock, microprocessor 8,000 

Above, plus issues paper transfer 
from fanfold (accordion fold) 11,000 

Above, plus reads magnetically encoded cards 14,000 

Similar to abOve, another manufacturer 21,000 

Ticket transport wpe for stored value farecard 27,000 

Farecard Vendors 

Prints, encodes, and dispenses magrietic farecard; 
accepts bills, coins, returns change 29,000 

Dispenses one value, pre-encoded farecard; 
accepts bills, no change 14,000 

Dispenses poe value, pre-ericoded farecard 
from fanfold feed; áccipts bills . 2,000 

Addfare 

Upgrades value-stored value, thagftetkally encoded card 27,000 

Data Acquisition and Display System (per station) 14,000 

High Speed Farecard Encoders 29,000 

Bulletproof Agent Booth 40,000 

Changemaker, or Token VendOr 2,000 

PassReadersusédasaddontogate 1,500-5,000 

Transfer Dispensers - machine readable punched holes 3,000 

Source: Jet Propulsion Laboratory1 Overview of Rail Transit Fare Collection, prepared 
for U.S. Urban Mass Transportation Administration, August 1, 1980. 
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TABLE 5-4 

COMPARISON OF PERSONNEL. REQUIREMENTS 

Total Personnel per 

1,000Weekday 
Passengers Station 

Barrier: Entry 

CTA (Chicago) 0.8 

MARTA (Atlanta) 0.7 

Barrier: Entry/Exit 

DART (San Francisco) 1:.6 

MTA (Baitimore)('est.) 0_i 

PATCO(Phiia-N.J.) 1.0 

WMATA (Washington, D.C.) 1.2 

Barrier-Free 

Station Ticket Maintenance 
Personnel Inspectors Technicians 

Centrai RevenUe/Media 
Controi& Personnel 

3.9 626 26 41(b) 

3.3 14 11 14 J7 

8.0 180 42 50 

8.4 72 - 13 16 

3.2 bk) 11 7 13 

8.4 244('d) 68 49 

MTDB(SanDiego) 1.jd) 0Jd) 6 3(d) _.(d) 4 

(q) Central control personnel are Included only if their primary function is related to fare collection and passenger assistance. 

(b) Does not Include bank employees who process onernalf of the evenue. 

(c) Supervisors who roam the system. 

(d) Personnel have multiple responsibilities Which include fare collection. 



Concept/System 

Barriert Entry 
CTA jChicago 

MARTA /Atlanta 

TABLE 5-5 

COMPARISON OF OPERATING COSTS 

Annuil Operating Cost 

N.A. 

$1,945,000 

Operating Cost per Passenger 

N.A. 

$0.085 

. 

Operating Cost per Station 

N.A 

$114,000 

Barrier: Entry/Exit 
BART/San Francisco $11,900,000 $0.233 $350,000 

MTA/Baltimore 2,712,000 (en.) 0.058 226,000 

PATCO /Phlla.-N.J. 1,100,000 0.086 85,000 

WMATA/Washington, D:C. 13,750,000 0.155 320,000 

Barrier-Free 

MTDB/San Diego 

N.A. Not A va//able 

$409,000 $0117 $ 23,000 



. 

When examined on a per-station basis, the comparative 

costs are more in line with what would be expected. MTh, BART 

and WMATA - - each of which have both sophisticated equipment 

and a station agent or attendant at each station - - have 

significantly higher unit costs than the other systems. MTDB, 

the barrier-free system, has the lowest. 
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CHAPTER 6 

CONCLUSIONS 

This report has examined existing fare policy and fare 

collection concepts and their application and variations on 

selected syttems. Its purpose has been to provide a basis for 

developing and analyzing fare collection alternatives for the 

Metro Rail system. 

The fare policy concepts included fiat and graduated fare 

structures, the latter of two types -. - zoned or distance.- 

based. Specific. fare elements were identified, namely the 

single-trip fare, multi-trip fare, reduced fares, intermodal 

transfer and fare differentials (peak/off-peak and rail fare 

premium). rare collection concepts examined included barrier 

and barrier-free systems. Barrier sy8tems can be fully-auto- 

matic or a combination of manual and automatic operation. 

A flat fate structure would' require an entry-control 

system, allowing free exit. A graduated fare structure would 

require entry and exit cOntrol, with examination and valida- 

tion of- fare payment at both the origin and destination sta- 

tions to ensure proper payment of fart. 

Alternative means of' processing passengers of different 

fare categories were identified. 

For each System, the: reliability of equipment and costs 

of operation were compared. 
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Based on the information that has been compiled and 

presented in this repott, alternative fare collection systems 

for Metro Rail will be identified. 
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GLOSSARY 

ACRONYMS FOR TRANSIt SYSTEMS 

Acronym Transit System 

BART Bay Area Rapid Transft (San Francisco/Oakland, CA) 

a Calgary Transit (CaIga?,.Canada) 

CTA Chicago Transit Authority (Chicago, IL) 

ETS Edmonton Transit System 4EdmoAton,Canada) 

MARTA Metropolitan Atlanta Rapid Transit Authority (Atlanta, GA) 

MBTA Massachusetts Bay Transportation Authority (Boston, MA) 

MDICTA Metropolitan. Dade County Transportation Administration (Miami, FL) 

MTA MassTraPsitAdministraion 4SaItimire;MD) 

MTDB Metropolitan TransitDevelopmentBoard (San Diego, CA) 

MUcTC Montreal Urban Community Transft Commission (Môi'iat; Canada) 

NYCTA New York City Transit Authority (New YOrk, NY) 

PATCO Port Authority Transit corporation (Philadelphia, PA/New Jersey) 

SCRTD Southern California Rapid Transit District (Los Angeles, CA) 

SEPTA Southeastern Pennsylvania Transportation Authority (Philadelphia, PA) 

TRI-MET Tn-County Metropolitan Transportation District of Oregon (Portland, OR 

WMATA Washington Metropolitan Area Transit Authority (WashJgton, DC) 

. 
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APPENDIX A 

DESCRIPTION OF SYSTEM EQUIPMENT OPERATION 

This appendix describes, in detail, the operational aspects 

of fare collection equipment for the following transit agencies: 

BART (San Francisco); 
CT (Calgary); 
Cm (Chicago); 
ETS (Edmonton); 
MRTA (Atlanta); 
MTh (Baltimore); 
MTDB (San Diego); 
PATCO (Philadelphia); and 
WMATA (Washington, P.C.). 

A summary list of fare collection eqtiiprtnt manufacturers 
follows this discussion.. 

BARP/.San. Francisco - BART utilizes a full'-autcmated entry 
and exit, control System tO collect the graduated (distance- 

related) fare.. BART incorporates ticket vending machines, 
bi-parting fare gates, addfare machines, ticket encoders, and 
agent. ticket readers into the fare collection system. Each of 
these components is discussed below. 

Ticket Vending Machine - The BAfl vStdor is used 
to purdhast a new ticket or increase the value of 
a used ticket. The vendor accepts one- and five- 
dollar bills, nickels, dimes and quarters and 
gives change. In operation, a patron inserts his 
money and enters the desired value of the ticket 
by push buttons. The value is displayed digi- 
tally. The card is automatically encoded and 
printed with value. All monies are held in 
escrow until the ticket is issued. The vendor is 
encased in. a vault-like cabinet for seoa rity. 
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Fare Gates - Barriers are forme4 with gates which 
hate pneumatically-operated bi-parting leaves, 
one on each of the gates that form th àislé.. in 
operation, the passenger inserts his ticket intO 
the fare gate and the ticket is read to determine 
validSty for entry. The ticket is then mag- 
netically encoded with the time, station of entry 
and a security cOde1. .. As the passenqer rêmovei 
the ticket, the barrier opens. On exiting the 
system, tbe patron inserts the ticket into the 
exit gate where the magnetid code is read. The 
gate computes the fare, subtracts the propet 
amount and encodes the remaining value on the 
card! If no value remains, the ticket is cap- 
tured. 

Addfare Addfare is used to upgrade underpaid 
tickets to allow exit from the "paid" area of the 
statiOn. The ünit. reads, checkè the validity of 
the ticket, and calculates the additional funds 
required.. After deposit of funds, the card is 
re-encoded for One-exit uSe. The unit also 
serves as a hànge maker. 

. Ticket Endoder - The BART ticket encoder provides 
for high speed encoding of tickets for distribu- 
tion through off-site outlets. Tickets can be 
encoded with any value., including special passes 
for students., employees1 the elderly and handi- 
capped. 

fl 

A4ént. Ticket Reader - The agents reader is used 
by station attendants to display the data encoded 
on the ticket. This equipment is used to resolve 
disputed tickets. 

Data Acquisition Reader JDARX - Monitors fare 
collection equipment and tecords cumulative 
transaction and fiscal data from each faie 
machine. 

Calgary Transit - Calflry Trãñsit emplOys a self-service, 

barrier-free fare collection system to collect the flat fare.. 
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This is a proof-of-payment system where patrons are required to 
have in their possession a val-idated ticket, transfer or pass 
while riding the rail system. This system requires only one 
type of machinery to collect, and alidate fare payment. These 
devices are detailed below. 

Ticket. ..Vendor/Val.idator - This machine has the 
capability of issuing 4ingle-ride tickets, vali- 
dating multi-ride, tickets and issuing transfers. 
The: vendor accepts only coins, and provide's no 
change. Upon fare payment a receipt is issued 
printed with the date and time. This reipt 
acts as a validated ticket for riding the. iys- 
tem. If a. transfer is desired, payment of a 
nominal fee is required in addition to the fare. 
Upon payment, a transfer is issued printed with 
the date and time for validation. 

CTA/chicago -. The CTh utilizes a cothbinatidn of automated 
fare c011ection equipment and manual assistance to collect its 
flat fare. The barrier system controls entry into the system; 
exits are free-wheeling. Equipment requirethents include.:. 

Coin-Operated Fare - The fate gate accepts 
any dOEibinatioñ of pennies, nickels, dimes, 
quarters or half dollar or token in a single slot 
which add up to the total fare. The amount ac- 
cumulated is. displayed on a readout as each coin is deposited until the fare is met, at which time 
a bell sounds and the turnstile unlocks for the 
admission of one passenger. The turnstile will 
accept overpayment, but will. not make change. If 
a passenger requires a transfer, he pays the 
nominal charge, in addition to the fare, a.nd a transfer is issued by the transfer dispenser, 
which is attached to the gate console.. The fare 
gate has One register to record passengers 
entering and another to record transfers sold. 
The turnstiles are locked until payment of fare 
in the entry direction, and. are free-wheeling in 
the exit. direction. 
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Agent-Controlled Fare Gate - The agent-controlled 
fare gate admits a passenger to the paid area of 
a station upon registration of the fare by the 
agent. Like a coin-operated fare gate, this one ii locked until fare payment is received. The 
control console provideS registers for twelve 
classes of fare and, for a daunt of the total 
entering traffic. The turnstile is fitted to 
permit free exit from the paid area. In opera- 
tion, the patron drops the fare into an inspec- 
tion plate. The agent verifies that proper fare 
has been paid and records the fare by pressing 
the appropriate button on the control console. 
This button. releases the turnstile, permitting 
entry. 

Exit Fare Gate - The exit fate gate is used to 
permit movement of passengers in one direction 
only, while preventing entry in the other direc- 
tion. The barrier of the fare gate is a tripod 
turnstile.. 

Revolving Gate -. The revolving gate is a full 
height gate used to permit passage in the exit 
direction only, in areas where floor-to-ceiling 
control is required. 

Transfer Issuing.. Machine -. The transfer issuing 
machine prepates and issUes, a transfer imprinted 
with the prescribed design, time, date. and a serial number. The machine is connected to the 
coin-operated fare gate. When the proper fare is 
deposited into the fare gate, a transfer is 
issued. The transfer is printed oh a continuous 
roll. of blank stock. 

Swipe Pass Reader - The CPA is currently testing 
a swipe paSs reader at sOme fare gates. This 
device reads a magnetically-encoded strip on the 
back of a CTAissued pass. The reader has no 
moving' parts.. The patron guides the pass past 
the magnetic-read heads on. the reader, in place 
of the traniport mechanism. The card never 
leaves the patron's hand, thus thwarting ssible 
card or ticket jams. The pass contains a 
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Security code on a special high-density magnetic 
tape that is difficult to duplicate. The system 
has a passback feature to prevent double usage of 
the same pass at a row of fare gates within a 
specified time period. 

Edmonton Transit The Edmonton Transit System is a self- 
service, barrier-fret carrier ütilizihg a flat. fate. It uses 
passes, transfers and fare gate-issued tickets as proof of fare 
payment. The ETS has very low equipment-reLated costs, only 
requiring a bank of fare gates at the station platform. Each 
of these is described below. 

Fare Gate - The fare gate acts as a vendor of 
Single-trip tickets and as a passenger counter. 
Upon insertion of correct fare in coins (no 
change is provided) the machine issues a paper 
receipt of fare payment. The reipt is im- 
printed with the date and time, and is valid as a 
rail-to-bus transfer. The fare gate does not 
control passenger movement.; it is free-wheeling 
in both directions. 

MARTA/Atlanta - MARTA utilizes an entry control barrier 
system to collect the fIat fare for service provision.. The 
stations are fully automated and do not require manning, 
although station attendants provide passenger assistance at 
high-volume tetminals. A typical set or array of gates at a 
mezzanine consists of one handicapped gate, two entry gates, 
one exit gate and one dummy console. The fare collection sys- 
tem also includes magnetic ticket encoders, a closed circuit 
television system, passenger assistance telephones and a public 
address system. Each of these elements iS addressed, below. 
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Entry Fare Gate -. The entry gate consists of a 
single slot, coin acceptor, cash vaults, machine 
logic, ticket transport, transfer dispenser, 
passenger displays, tripod barrier mechanism, and 
a data registration and auditing unit. The coin 
acdeptor can adcet tokens, nickels, dimes and 
quarters.. The ticket transport includes read and 
write heads and a ticket capture gate.. The tic- 
ket transport also reads magnetically encoded 
bus-to-rail transfers. 
The turnstile barrier is locked until the appro- 
priate fare is inserted and accepted by the logic 
system; processihq time of the fare payment is 
less than one second. Once fare payment is ac- 
cepted,. an "ENTER".ntessage on the top of the gate 
is lit. Simultaneously, the turnstile barrier is 
unlocked to permit the entry of. one patron. The 
gate also dIspenses a free transfer when the 
appropriate button is pressed at the end of a 
transaction. The entry gate is free-wheeling in 
the exit directiOn. 

Handicapped Swing Gate -. The handicapped swing 
gate operates in the same manner as the entry 
gate, with two exceptions. This fare gate in- 
corporates a hinged gate-type barrier and a dis-' 
play system that óan be used to determine the talidity of a farecard that was not accepted by 
the standard entry fare gate. Once inserted, the 
fare card will pop up through the ticket return slot and One of five messages will be displayed 
aS f011ows: 

- Passback; 
- Time Expired; - Not Readable; 
- Damaged Card; or 
- Enter. 

If "ENTER" is lighted, the gate is unlocked and 
permits entry. The on-scene diagnostics assist 
the patron and MARTA ZOne. Center personnel in 
monitoring and resolving patron Alt problems. 
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Exit Gate - The exit gate has no fare-accepting 
cap*biiity and cannot issue transfers.. It is 
locked in the entry direction and free-wheels in 
the exit direction. 

Dummy Console - The dummy console serves two 
prima ry purposes: (1) it houses a master clock 
to control and supplys the precise time to each 
fare gate; and (2) it channels and restricts 
passengerC in an orderly manner at one end of the 
bank of fare gates. 

Ticket Encoder - The MARTA high production en- 
coding machines are used to magnetically and 
visually encode large numbers of pre.-printed 
tickets.. Tickets are encoded daily for use as 
bus-to-'raji ansfers Special tickets are en- 
coded for prOmotions., .reduOed fare for handi- 
capped and senior citizens, and employee passes. 

Monitoring EgUiyment - MARTA utilizes a closed- 
circuit television system to monitor activities 
at each station mezzanine from zone center con- 
trol offices. This visual monitoring system is 
supplemented with well-marked passenger assis- 
tañce telephones. Control is further enhanced- by 
a public address system at each mezzanine. MARTA 
monitors equipnt and systems operations from a 
central control Office-. Equipment. failures are 
electronically monitored and maintenance tech- 
nicians are dispatched from -this facility as 
necessary. 

MTA/Baltimore - The MTA in Baltimore. plans to use entry and 
exit control to ensure payment of its multi-zone fare. Fare 

collection equipment will have to accomm odate a peak/base 
differential in the fare structure. MTh will complement 
automatic fare collection with manual assistance for special 

fares. Equipment requirements include ticket vending machines., 

entry/exit fare gates, bill changers, agent-controlled fare 
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gates, fareboxes and elderly/handicapped gates. Each of these 

is discussed below. 

Ticket Vending Machines (TVM' s) - Located in the 
station mezzanine, this machine will, tend single 
and round-trip tickets to all zones and permit. 
the patron to purchase a ticket with or without 
transfer privilege. Patron,s (othe.r than stUdents 
and elderly/handicapped patrons) entering a rail 
station . without a pre -purchased ticket or a 
monthly pass deposits fare in the TVM (in coins) 
and is iss'ue,d an entry/exit ticket and change.. 

Fare Gates - Located in the station mezzanine, 
the fare gate will control entry, and exit to and 
from the tráiñ' boarding area of station. The 
gate's will allow passage through the aisle which 
they control only after a valid ticket has been 
inserted into the ticket slot on the console. On 
exit, a single-trip ticket purchased with trans- 
fer privilege will be returned to the patron with 
the date and time printed on it. 

Bill Changers, (Be), - Located in the mezzanines 
alongside 'TVM"S, patrons entering a station who 
do not have fare .in change can obtain change for 
a One or five, dollar bill for use in purchasing a 
ticket. BC will give change in the form of a one 
dollar coin or a. token (optional). 

Agent-Controlled, Fare Gate - Located directly 
adja'cent 'to 'the Station Agent's booth, thIs 
mechanism is a fare gate console without ticket 
reading capability. This gate 'is remotely con- 
trolled by the Agent from within the booth and is 
used to admit patrons whose fare is manually 
coile cted. 

Pareboxes ..(FB). - Located, alongside the station 
agent'T"$ 'booth, the FB's will be located in both 
the free and. paid area side of the booth. fl's 
will be similar in 'function to FE's used in MTA 
bus operations. Their usage will be for manual 
collection of payments, students' tickets and 
tokens. 
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Elderly/Handicapped Gate - Located in the .mez- 
zanine in the gate array, this is a swing type 
gate that controls entry (exit) to (from) he 
train boarding area of stations. E/H gates are 
controlled by the station agent and will be used 
by wheelchair patrons and others who ináy be 
unable to enter through an aisle controlled by a 
turnstile. 

. 

MTDB/San Diego - MTDB utilizes a Self-service, barrier- 

free system to collect. its zone fare... MTDB's fully automated 

fare collection system consists of only two types of machines, 

a. ticket vendor/validator and a change-maker.. me system is 

simple, relatively inexpensive and has proven quite reliable. 

The equipment function is described below. 

Ticket Vendor(Validator machine, located 
on every Station platfOrm, has the capability of 
providing a. single-ride cash fate ticket. and 
alidatiñg a multi-ride ticket. The vendor ac- 
cepts nickels, dimes, quarters, half-dollars and 
Susan B. Anthony dollars; no change is provided. 
A single-ride ticket is dispensed upon deposit of 
the required coin fare and indicates: type of 
tariff, date, time, station number and a security 
code. The multi-ride ticket is validated with 
similar information. Upon inserting the ticket 
into the . proper slot, the machine prints the 
information and cuts off a portion of the tic- 
ket. No transfer dispenser is requited bemuse. 
the trolley: ticket serves as a valid transfer. 
The vendor has the capacity to collect and issue 
tickets for up to six different tariffs. 

Change-Maker - Iecated at. selected stations, the 
change-maker accepts dollar bills or coins and 
makes change, so that the passenger clan deposit 
exact fare into the ticket vendor. 
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PATCO/Philadeiphia - PATCO utilizes a fully-automated 

entry/exit control system to collect its zone fare. All sta- 

tions are remotely monitored and controlled from a central 

control room. The fare collection system is composed of auto- 

matic gates, ticket vendors, transfer dispensers, bill 

changers, ticket encoder, qent;a,l tower control unit, passenger 

assistance telephones and a closed-circluit television system. 

Each of these elements is detailed below.. 

Eare Gates Fare. gates control access to and 
exit from the PATCO system. The gates read the 
magnetically enOoded ticket, check. for validity, 
time of passage and rides remaining. Exit gates 
subtract a trip and encode the ticket for the 
appropriate number of remaining rides. A visual 
display on the gate shows the. patron the number 
of trips remaining; if no rides remain, Ue tic-. 
ket is captured. Gates report operational status 
and can be controlled from a. central cOntrol 
office. Three basic types of gates are used: 
entry. exit and bi-directional. 

Ticket Vendors, - Vendors dispense one and two- 
trip tickets which correspond to zone fares. All 
vendors accept coins, some accept and verify 
bills. Most provide., change when appropriate. 
All tickets are pre-enco.ded. 

Transfer Dispenser - This machIne vends pre- 
printed transfers to the SEPTA bus system. 
Transfers are round trip and sold at a discount. 

Bill Changers - Conmiercial bill changers are 
available at all stations. These machines accept 
and verify one-dollar bills and provide change in 
the form of three quarters, two dimes and. one 
nickel. 

Ticket Encoder - The PATCO ticket encoder allows 
tapid. enooding of tickets for distribution by 
ticket vendors. 
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Central Tower Control and Display Unit - This 
ulnit permits the Central Ccttrol Supervisor 
direct. communication with the passenger to 
analyze and correct difficulties. It can 
remdtely control entry and exit gates as well as 
read and analyze disputed tickets; each ulnit has 
capacity to control 20 separate stations. 

Passenger Assistance Telephones These tele- 
phones are toll-free and are placed in each sta- 
tion to help passengers epriencing difficulty 
with the fare collection system. The telephones 
accept coins when. additional, fare is required. 

Closed-Circuit Television - A closed-circuit 
television, system is used to monitor all station 
activities. 

WMATA/Washirzgton, D.C.. ,- WMATA utilizes an automatic entry 
and exit barrier control system to collect fares, although 
station agents. are maintained at each mezzanine. The WANTA 

system is an updated version of BART's fare collection system. 
The fare card vendors, fare gates, addfare machines, ticket 
encoders and ticket readers. function in exactly the same manner 
as does the respective BART equipment. For this reason, these 
system components are not discussed here.. However, additional 
WMATA equipment requirements, including the data acquisition 
systeme and elevator access control system, are discussed below. 

Pw Acquisition and Display System (DADS) - The 
DADS..xttonjtors ''d controls the status o all AEC 
machines. The unit contains controls to activate 
or alter the mode of operation of gate, vendors 
or addfares within each mezzanine. Each DADS has 

internal printer for audit data, 
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Elevator Access Control System (EACS) - At sta- 
tions where the E/H eleváthrs bypass the fare 
control line, use of the elevators is controlled 
by the EACS. Patrons may summon. the elevator 
from the surface, and ride itdown to the plat- 
form level. 

. 

S 

On exiting the elevator the patron inserts his 
ticket into the EACS processor loted immedi- 
ately outside the elevator door. The processor 
reads the ticket and magnetically encodes the 
time and station of entry.. 

On exiting the System, the ticket is inserted 
into the EACS, read and checked for validity and 
remaining value.. The processor calculates the 
fare, subtracts the appropriate amount and prints 
the remaining value on the ticket. If no value 
remains the card is captured. The EACS then 
surmuons the elevator to return the pat-ron to the 
surface. 
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TABLE A-i 
EQUIPMENT MANUFACTURERS 

Transit System/City Manufacturer Equipment Category 

SARI/San Francisco International Business Machines Ticket Vendor 
Fare Gate 
Addlare 
Money Changer 
Ticket Reader 

Cubic Western Data Ticket Vendor 
Fare Gate 
Addfare 
Data Acquisition Reader 

cT/cairy Xamax Ticket Vendor/Validator 
Ticket Pdnter 

CM/Chicago Duncan Fare Gate 
Revolving Gate 
Transfer Dispensir 

ETS/Edmonton DUncan Fare Gate 
Transfer Validator 

MARIA/Atlanta Cubic. Western Data Fare Gate 
Handicapped Gate 
Ticket:Encoder 

MTDB/San Diego Autelcä. Ticket.Vendor/Validator 

PATcO/Philadelphia Cubic Western Data Fare Gate 
Ticket Encoder 

Advanced Data Systems Ticket Vendor 
CincinnatiTime Transfer Dispenser 
Niék-O-Loc Bill Changer 

WMATA/ Cubic Western Data Fare Gate 
Washington, DC Ticket Vendor 

Addfaré 
Data Acquisition & Display 
Ticket Reader 
Ticket Encod6r 

r 
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. TABLE 3-3 

REDUCED FARE ELEMENTS 

OFFERED AT RAIL TRANSIT SYSTEMS 

S 

Cotion Method Transit System Single-Trip Multi-Trip Pass 

Flat Fare 

Baffler: Entry CTA/Chicago X - X 

MARTA/Atlanta X X 

Barrier-Free ETS/Edmoñton - X 

Graduated Fare 

Barrier: Entry/Exit BART/SamFrancisco - X - 
MTA/BAltimore x X X 

PATCO/PhiIaeNJ. - X - 
WMATAIWUh., D.C. - x - 

Barrier-Free cT/cal.ry: -. x x 

MTDBISáflDiego X X X 
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ride passes. Passes and multi-trip tickets must generally be 

purchased off-site. On those systems where they are offered, 

reduced single-trip fares require presentation of an ID card, 

which must be obtained befOrehand. 

3.3.1 Barrier Systems- Flat Fare 

The. procedure for using a reduced fare pass or multi-ride 

ticket, is similar to that for the full fate passes or 

tickets. The media is generally printed in a manner that 

makes them easily distinguishable frOm full fare media. With 

manual/automatic systems, the reduced fare patron with a pass 

or multi-trip or generally directed to the station agent to 

enable the transit property to control potential abuse of 

reduced fares' Transit system,s with unma nned stations must 

occasionally. police the stations to cOnttol this potential for 

abuse. 

A single-trip reduced fare can be handled by issuing 

permits or identification cards, at a central office, to be 

used in fare payment. A patron inserts the machine-readable 

permit and coins 'into a fare gate, or shows the permit to the 

agent. and pays him the reduced fare. A time-clock in the fare 

gates cart restrict use of reduced fare media to off-peak per- 

iods. 

In Chicago, the patron entitled to a reduced fare uses 

the agent-controlled gate. Multiple-trip fares are handled b 

a reduced pãss sin! le-trip fares require a permit, which is 

issued annually. In Atlanta, both single- and multiple-trip 

fare media are acicepted at fare gates.. The patron must insert 

the pass, or permit and. coins, into the fare gate to gain 

access to the platform. Both the permit and pass are returned 

to the patron. 

. 
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3.3.2 Barrier Systems - GradUated Fare 

On transit systems having a graduated fare and barrier 
entty/e*it control, the patron paying a reduced fare will 
either insert paynnt. media. into a fare gate Or pay the. sta- 
tion agent. In operation, a patron using a multiple-trip 
ticket inserts it into the ticket transport where it is read 
and encoded with the date, time, and Station of entry. On 

exit, the ticket is inserted into the fare gate where the 
magnetic. encoding is read to ascertain whether or not the 
ticket is valid for exit. If determined valid, one trip is 
deducted at stored-ride systems and the appropriate value is 
deducted at stored-value systems. I the cost of the trip 
exceeds the value of the ticket, the fare gate will reject the 
ticket and direct the patron to the Addfare or assistance 
phone. 

A single-trip reduced fate can be handled at nanual/aflo- 
matic systems. A patron shows the agent the permit and 
deposits the reduced fare into the agent's farebox to gain 
entry. After verifying the fare, the agent issues a mag- 
netically-encoded. ticket for use in exiting tie system. To 

exit, the patron inserts the ticket into the ticket transport 
of the fare gate where it is read, verified and captured. 

L. 

BAfl in San Francisco and WMATA in Washington, D.C. offer 
regular multiple-ride tickets which are sold at a discount to 
elderly and handicapped. patrons off-site a The fare collection 
equipment at these systems does not distinguish the difference 
between reduced and full fare tickets. 

PATCO in the Philadelphia area sells reduced multiple- 
ride tickets off-site, and restricts use to off-peak periods 
only. The fare gate, which is equipped with a clock, reads 
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the magnetically-encoded data to determine if a reduced fare 

is valid for a Specific trip. If accepted, the gate is opened 

and the ticket returned. During peak periods, a full fare 

ticket is required to enter through the fare gate. 

MTA in Baltimore, plans to utilize a manual/automatic 

system to collect both single- and multiple-trip fares as 

discussed above. 

,3.3.3 Barrier-Free Systems - Flat Or Graduated Fare 

The procedure required to pay a reduced fare on a bar- 

rier-free system differs little between transit agencies sub- 

scribing to a fiat or graduated fare structure. A patron 

using an unlimited-ride pass enters and exits the train as 

desired, no validation process is necessary. A multiple-ride 

ticket user must validate one trip at the vendor prior to 

entering the system. Upon insertiOn of the ticket, the vali- 

dator cuts and prints the date, time and stat-ion on the 

ticket. A patron wanting a single-trip ticket purchases one 

from the vendor at a reduced fare. The single-trip rider must 

carry a reduced fare permit in addition to the ticket as valid 

proof of payment.. Upon request, patrons must show a valid 

pass., multi-trip ticket, or a permit and reduced fare ticket 

to an. inEpector, or fa a substantial penalty. 

Calgary, Edmonton and San Diego all offer reduced un- 

lithited-ride passes; CT and MTPR provide reduced single- and 

multiple-trip tickets as well. 

Fare media, mEans of purchase and verification -of reduced 

fare elements for selected transit systems is presented in 

Table 3-4. 

. 
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TABLE 3-4 

ACCOMMODATION OF REDUCED FARES 

Collection Method Transit System Media Purchase Use jtnspect(on 

Flat Fare 

Barrier: Entry CIA/Chicago Pass Off-Site Agent;Fare Gate 

Permit/Coin Agent 

MARTA/Atlanta Pass Off-Site FareGate 

Permit/Coin FareGate 

Barrier-Free ES/Edmonton Pass Off-Site Inspector 

Graduated Fare 

Barrier: Entry/Exit BART/San Francisco StoredValue Ticket Off-Site FareGate 

MTA/Baltlmore Pass Off-Site FareGate; Agent 

Permit/Coin Agent 

PATCO/PhiIa.-N.J Multi-Trip Ticket OffLSite FareGate 

WMATA/Wask, oc. Stored-Value Ticket Off-Site FareGate 

Barrier-Free CT/Calgary Pass OffSite Inspector 

Multi-Trip Ticket OffLSite Vendor; Inspector 

MTDB/San blego Pass OffSite Inspector 

Multi-Trip Ticket Off-Site Vendor; Inspector 



Li 

3.4 TRANSFERS 

In most cities with rail transit, a bus system provides 

complementary service. Transfers provide an important tool in 

realizing integration of bus and rail service. However, there 

are SUbitantial differences among transit properties regarding 

transfer policy. There are four basid priding alternatives: 

free fare. nominal charge, discounted fare and full fare (no 

transfer), as shown in Table 3-5. 

3.4.1 Barrier Systems - Flat Fare 

On transit syStems subScribing to a flat fare and barrier 

entry control, the rail-to-bus transfer may be vénded by a 

transfer dispenser in the station paid a;ea or dispensed at 

the fare gate linking the transfer to fate panent at the fare 

gate prevents its abuse. Upon acceptance of a patron's fare. 

and transfer charge where applicable, the transfer button on 

the fare gate is lit. If pressed, a rail-to-bus transfer is 

dispensed on the paid side of the gateS. 

At manned stations, rail-to-bus transfers can be put- 

chased from the station agent. 

Administering a bus-to-rail transfer can be more diffi- 

dült. At manned systems, bus oNrators validate paper trans- 

fers on-board which are used to gain entry at the station 

agent's booth. Fully automated systems, however, require 

machine-readable transfer tickets which are distributed by the 

bus driver. These tickets nia' be encoded on the bus or pre- 

encoded for distribution to the buses. 
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Transit System iCky 

BART/San Francisco 

CT/Calgary 

CTA,thicago 

ETS/Edmonton 

MARTA /Atlanta 

MBTA/Boston 

MDCr.AIMiamj 

MTA /Baltimore 

MTDB/San Diego 

M UCTC/MOntreai 

NYCTA /New 2Oik 

PATCiVPhIIa.-N.J. 

WMATA/Wash., D.C. 

TABLE 3-S.- 

TRANSFER POLICY 

Transfers 

Rail to Bus Bus to Rail 

. Free . ...... 

Nominal Charge.. 

Nominal Charge 

. Free ...... 

Free ........ 

Full Fare ..... 

Free....... 

NominaiCharge..... 

Free ....... 

Free ....... 

Full Fare ..... 

Discounted ..... 

Discounted.... 
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Full Fare ..... 

Nominal Charge 

NOminal Charge 

Free ....... 

Free ............ 

Full Fare ..... 

Free ....... 

Discounted ...... 

N6minal Charge 

Free . ...... 

Full Fare 

Full Fare .. ... 

Full Fare 



Pre-encoding obviates the need for bus-mounted encoding 
equipment. However, it limits the ±iunther of different trans- 
fers (e.g., time and stat-ion-related transfers) a System can 
use, which is necessary to control the level of administrative 
complexity. The bus operatorS must be kept in adequate supply 
of properly encoded transfers.. The process becomes more dif- 
ficult to administer with the institution of a graduated fare 
structure. 

A simple method for acoommodating transfers, both bus- 
to-rail and rail-to-bus, is through a free-body transfer. 
This type of transfer must be accommodated during the station 
design phase. In operation, buses drive directly to the paid 
area of the station, where passengers interface, between bus 
and rail without encoiuitering barriers. This technique works 
particularly well with a flat fare and free transfers, al- 
though transfer charges for boarding and alighting patrons can 
be collected by the operator. The concept requires a dedi- 
cated staging area for the buses that is isolated from walk-i 
traffic. 

CTA accoodates a bus-to-rail transfer with paper 
tickets which are collected .by the station agent.. Transfers 
contain time periods by 15:-minute blocks, and are: validated on 
an "as needed" basis. MA.RTA uses pre-encoded tickets to ac- 
conuuodate automated bus-to-rail. transfers, and has experienced 
logistics problems. At. several major stations, MARTA has 
implemented free-body transfers with substantial success. 
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3.4.2 Barrier Systems - Graduated Fare 

On rail transit systems with a graduated fare structure, 

rail-to--bus transfers are generally provided by free-standing 

transfer dispensers in the paid area of the station. Upon 

entering the paid area, a patron can procure a rail-to-bus 

transfer from the transfer dispenser. me transfer is 

generally not valid at the station of issuance to prevent 

abuse. 

BART, WMATA and PATCO offer rail-to-bus transfers in this 

manner. The BART transfer allows a free subsequent ride on AC 

Transit in Oakland or Mwii in San Francisco. 

WMATA provides a free rail-to-bus transfer which permits 

a discount on the subsequent bus trip. The bus system sub- 

scribes to a graduated fare structure. PATCO in Philadelphia 

also provides a tail-to-bUS transfer to the SEPTA bus System. 

Round-trip transfers are sold at a discount in the paid area 

of. statiOns. Transfers from PATCO are also accepted on New 

Jersey Transit buses. 

Single-trip bus-to-rail transfers are not acconmtod3ted by 

BART, WMATA or PATCO. WMATA, hoqever, does offer a two-week, 

unlimited-ride bus passthat is also a stored-value ticket for 

use on the rail system. Software modifications wil.l Soon 

limit the rail use of this ticket to the specified two-week 

period. 

BA.RT currently accepts the magnetically_encoded Muni 

"Fast-Pass" for use between two stations in San Francisco. 

The three major operators in the Bay Area - - EAST, MUhi and 

AC Transit in Oakland - - are preparing to implement a 

regional pass to be good on all three systems' 
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14Th in Baltimore plans to incorporate both rail-to-bus 

and bus-to-rail tran!fers Ito its fare structure. The rail- 

to-bus transfer will be sold for a nominal charge in the paid 

area of stations. Bus-to-rail transfers.will ofer a disUnt 
on regular zone fares. The transfers are expected to be 

printed on paper stock and collected b' the station agent in 

off-peak periods. Upon receipt of the transfer, the agent 

will sell a magnetically-encoded ticket to the patron at a 

discount for use in exiting the system. Peak-period bUs-tO- 

rail transfers will be pre-encoded for use at autonat1ic fare 

gate s. 

3.4..3 Barrier-Free Systems - Flat or Graduated Fare 

A barrier-free System dan effectively accommodate rail- 

to-bus and bus-to-rail transfers. The validated rail ticket. 

serves as a transfer to the bus system for a Specified time 

period in systems offering free transfers. Rail-to-bus trans- 

fers are dispensed from the ticket vendor at systems charging 

for transfers. In operation, the pattOn must show a validated 

rail ticket, and transfer receipt where applicable, to the bus 

operator to transfer. Bus-to-rail transfers are generally 

printed on paper stock and distr-ibuted by the buS Operator. 

Some systems may require that a transfer upgrade be paid at 

the vendor for the subsequent rail ride.. Upon request. by an 

inspector, the. patron must prCseht a valid. transfer, and Up- 

grade receipt where applicable,. or face a substantial penalty. 

C 

ETS otfers free rail-to-bUs and bus-to-rail transfers, 

valid for one. hour, free-of-charge. CT has a nominal sur- 

chargé for all, transfers, payable to vending machines or bus 

operators. MTDB offers free rail-to-bus transfers';' bus-to-rail 
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